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Call for Papers

This half-day-workshop addresses the question of best practices for the design, creation and dissemination of speech corpora in linguistic disciplines like conversation analysis, dialectology, sociolinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis. The aim is to take stock of current initiatives, see how their approaches to speech data processing differ or overlap, and find out where and how a potential for coordination of efforts and standardisation exists.

Largely in parallel to the speech technology community, linguists from such diverse fields as conversation analysis, dialectology, sociolinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis have, in the last ten years or so, intensified their efforts to build up (or curate) larger collections of spoken language data. Undoubtedly, methods, tools, standards and workflows developed for corpora used in speech technology often serve as a starting point and a source of inspiration for the practices evolving in the linguistic research community. Conversely, the spoken language corpora developed for linguistic research can certainly also be valuable for the development or evaluation of speech technology. Yet it would be an oversimplification to say that speech technology data and spoken language data in linguistic research are merely two variants of the same category of language resources. Too distinct are the scholarly traditions, the research interests and the institutional circumstances that determine the designs of the respective corpora and the practices chosen to build, use and disseminate the resulting data.

The aim of this workshop is therefore to look at speech corpora from a decidedly linguistic perspective. We want to bring together linguists, tool developers and corpus specialists who develop and work with authentic spoken language corpora and discuss their different approaches to corpus design, transcription and annotation, metadata management and data dissemination. A desirable outcome of the workshop would be a better understanding of

- best practices for speech corpora in conversation analysis, dialectology, sociolinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis,
- possible routes to standardising data models, formats and workflows for spoken language data in linguistic research
- ways of linking up trends in speech technology corpora with corresponding work in the linguistics communities

Topics of interest include:

- speech corpus designs and corpus stratification schemes
- metadata descriptions of speakers and communications
- legal issues in creating, using and publishing speech corpora for linguistic research
- transcription and annotation tools for authentic speech data
- use of automatic methods for tagging, annotating authentic speech data
- transcription conventions in conversation analysis, dialectology, sociolinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis
- corpus management systems for speech corpora
- workflows and processing chains for speech corpora in linguistic research
- data models and data formats for transcription and annotation data
- standardization issues for speech corpora in linguistic research
- dissemination platforms for speech corpora
- integration of speech corpora from linguistic research into digital infrastructures
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Abstract

In this paper we focus on the linguistic basis for the choices made in the Nordic Dialect Corpus. We focus on transcriptions, annotations, selection of informants, recording situation, user-friendly search interface, links to audio and video, various viewings of results, including maps.

Keywords: linguistic basis, speech corpus, dialectology, Nordic languages, user-friendliness, transcription, tagging, maps.

1. Introduction

In this paper we will discuss and show the Nordic Dialect Corpus (Johannessen et al. 2009), which was launched in November 2011. The corpus was developed through years of discussions among linguists about such issues as transcriptions and desirable search features. It was subsequently developed in close cooperation between technicians and linguists. The corpus is designed to facilitate studies of variation; this is more costly, but still more rewarding. We've had a focus on user friendliness throughout, and also a focus on recoverability of the data (link to audio, video, two level transcription).

The paper focuses on the choices decided by the linguists and dialectologists.

2. About the Nordic Dialect Corpus

The Nordic Dialect Corpus (NDC) was planned by linguists from universities in six countries: Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden within the research network Scandinavian Dialect Syntax (ScanDiaSyn). The aim was to collect large amounts of speech data and have them available in a corpus for easy access across the Nordic countries. There were two reasons why this was a good idea: First, the Nordic (North Germanic) languages are very similar to each other, and their dialects can be argued to form a large dialect continuum. Second, dialect syntax had for decades been a neglected field of research in Nordic dialectology, and the hope was that with large amounts of new material, new studies would be possible.

The work started in 2006 and the corpus was launched in 2011. It covers five languages (Danish, Faroese, Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish). Most of the recordings have been done after 2000, but some of the Norwegian ones are also from 1950–80. There are altogether 223 recording places and 794 informants.

The overall number of transcribed words is 2,74 million. The corpus has been very costly to build because of the man power needed. As an example, transcribing the Norwegian part alone took 14 people to do, and more than 35 people have been involved in the recording work in Norway only, which included a lot of travel and organising. The Swedish recordings were given to us by an earlier phonetics/phonology project, Swedia 2000, which was a great asset. Along the way, several national research councils, Nordic funds, and individual universities, have contributed. The Text Laboratory at the University of Oslo has been responsible for the technical development.

We know of no other speech corpus that has the combination that the NDC has of two level transcriptions, easy search-interface, direct links to audio and video, maps, result handling, and availability on the web. We refer to Johannessen et al. (2009) for a comparison with other corpora, and likewise to the proceedings of the GSCP 2012 International Conference on Speech and Corpora, Belo Horizonte, Brazil (see URL in reference list).

3. Recordings and informants

Since the goal of the project was to facilitate dialectological research, we put much effort into finding suitable informants. The places were selected carefully to represent all dialect types. Given the differences between the countries, this meant that there are also differences between the necessary number of recording places, for example, in Norway there are 110 (of modern recordings, i.e. from 2006–2011), in Denmark only 15.

The informants were to represent the
traditional dialect in their area, which meant that we were looking for people who had lived at the recording location most of their life, who had parents from the same area, and who had little or no higher education. From this point of view the corpus does not fully capture sociolinguistic variation at each location. On the other hand, we aimed to have the same number of women and men, and also to have both young and old speakers (one of each category, four in total). Since the funding and even the recordings came from different sources, this goal was not always possible to fulfil.

In addition to the recordings made after 2000, we have also been able to include some recordings from earlier projects; thus, for Norwegian there are a number of recordings from 1950–1980. This means that diachronic studies will be possible for the places where we have both old and new recordings. Diachronic studies are of course to some extent also possible where there are recordings of both old and young people, which holds for most locations.

A serious problem when recording people's language is accommodation, and even bidialectality. For this reason we have recordings of dialogues between the informants without the recording assistant being there. In addition we have some short recordings of a more formal interview between informants and assistant. This will enable later studies of how informants may vary their speech according to who they talk to.

4. Transcription and annotation

4.1 Transcription

In order for the corpus to be useful, the conversations had to be transcribed accurately word by word. To be able to search in the corpus, it had to be transcribed to a standard orthography: There is so much individual and dialectal variation that this standardisation is inevitable if the corpus is to be fully searchable. All the recordings have therefore been transcribed orthographically so as to enable automatic processing by existing analytic tools.

However, there are many linguistic purposes, not only phonological, but also morphological and syntactic ones, where it is desirable to have a phonetic transcription. Thus for Norwegian and for the dialect of Övdalian in Sweden, we have also included phonetic transcriptions. Each recording was phonetically transcribed by one person, and the output was then proof-read by another person, who checked the transcription against the audio. Then the text was run through a semi-automatic transliterator, which was trained automatically for each dialect type, and whose output was orthographic transcription. A third person manually checked the output. Finally, a fourth person would proof-read the resulting orthographic transcription, checking it against the audio.

The transcribers have all been linguistics students who have read our extensive guidelines, who have learnt from each other, and who have cooperated and consulted each other along the way. They all sat in the same work place so as to ensure interaction and homogeneity in the transcriptions.

The two level transcriptions are extremely valuable. It means that we can do a search for things like the Norwegian negator ikke 'not', and immediately get results for all kinds of pronunciations of this word: ikke, innkje, inte, int, itte, itt etc. The phonetic transcriptions follow adapted national conventions, not IPA: the Norwegian transcription follow that of Papazian and Helleland (2005), which uses only letters of the standard Norwegian alphabet, and there is thus no need for special fonts.

In addition to proper linguistic transcription, extra-linguistic noises, pauses etc. have also been marked. Figure 1 illustrates the two types of transcriptions.

![Two types of transcriptions](Figure 1: Two types of transcriptions)

To our knowledge, no other speech corpus contains two level transcriptions of this kind. However, we would like to mention that a new Finland-Swedish dialect corpus will be adopting our tools; corpus design and interface, and will even apply a two level transcription standard (see Svenska Litteratursällskapet i Finland, in the reference list).

4.2 Annotation

The transcriptions have all been morphologically tagged for part of speech. We have mostly used available taggers, which are of course not optimal for spoken language. Some of the taggers are statistics-based and some rule-based, and some even a combination. Figure 2 shows how the grammatical tags are visible by mousing over the search results.
Figure 2: Grammatical tags are visible for each word.

But given the written language bias it is fair to say that there is room for improvement with regard to the tagging. Transcriptions may also erroneous. Given these factors, the possibility to check the audio is crucial.

5. Links between audio/video and transcriptions

Even if a part of the corpus is phonetically transcribed, and all of it is orthographically transcribed, it is still important to have access to the audio (and in some cases, video). There are many features that are not marked in the transcriptions, such as intonation and stress. We therefore have a clickable button next to each line in the search result. This gives the linguist direct access to exactly that point in the sound file represented by the transcription. Figure 3 shows the audio and video buttons.

Figure 3: Transcription with audio/video buttons

6. Search interface

The search interface for the corpus is designed to be maximally simple for the linguists who use it. It fits into one screen, and is divided into three parts, see Figure 4. We use the system Glossa (Johannessen et al. 2008) for the search facilities.

Figure 4: The search window

The top part is the linguistic user-interface, where a search can be done specifying word, words, or parts of words, grammatical tagging, phonetic or orthographic search, exclusion of words etc. Any number of words in sequence can be chosen, and any part of a word. We use the Stuttgart CQP system for the text search (Christ 1994, Evert 2005).

The middle part of the screen is used for the desired representation of search results, for example number of results wanted, or which transcription to be displayed.

The bottom part of the screen is used for filtering the search through metadata. Here the user can choose to specify country, area or place, informant age or sex, recordings year etc.

The interface is based completely on boxes and pull-down menus. It is, however, also possible to perform searches using regular expressions, i.e., a formal language used in computer science, if necessary. We will illustrate this here. While the menu-based system allows the user to choose a part of word followed by a word, it does not allow a list of alternative characters. The system allows alternatives by adding one set of search boxes for each, but this can be a very cumbersome solution if there are many alternatives. If a user wants to specify that a word should end in any vowel, she can embed all vowels in a single search using square brackets in the following way:

\[ .*[aeiouyæøå]\]

This regular expression will give as results anything that ends in a (Norwegian) vowel.

7. Presentation of search results

We have seen part of the presentations in Figures 1, 2 and 3. In Figure 5 we show more of a search results window, with not just the
transcriptions of each hit, but also the video with audio.

Figure 5: More of a results window

There are several other ways of showing the results. One very useful one is the map view (using Google Map technology). It shows the phonetic variations of one orthographic search. This is a very easy and enlightening way of viewing isoglosses.

We illustrate with Figure 6. Here we have simply looked up the word *ikke* 'not' in Norwegian. There are more than 30 000 hits in the corpus, and obviously impossible to quickly make a manual overview. But the map approach helps us. We have chosen to display three types of the phonetic variants on the map:

1) the versions pronouns with a fricative or affricate /ç,ʃ/ instead of the word-internal stop (red markers), for example: /iʃe/.
2) those that have fricatives and affricates followed by a nasal (yellow markers), for example: /inçe/.
3) those that are pronounced with the stop (black markers), for example: /ike/.

There are many more possibilities with regard to presentation of results, as well as results handling, and downloading.

Figure 6: Map that show results for three different kinds of pronunciations of *ikke* 'not'.

8. Conclusion
The Nordic Dialect Corpus shows the importance of involving the end users in the development of a corpus. In our case, many of the involved linguists were not experienced corpus users beforehand, but could still deliver highly valuable input regarding what would be desirable features of the corpus. In the end, that has led to a highly advanced tool for linguistic research.
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**Abstract**

The corpus resources available for research on German academic language are limited, even with regard to the written modality. For spoken academic language they are practically non-existent. To make a first step towards remedying this situation, with GeWiss a comparable corpus is being constructed, consisting of spoken academic language data from German, English, and Polish academic contexts. In total it comprises about 120 hours of recording of 447 speakers including native speaker data from Polish, English, and German academics and students, as well as German as a Foreign Language (GFL) data of non-native speakers of German. Data were gathered in two genres (academic papers / student presentations and oral examinations) within one discipline (philology). The GeWiss corpus contains detailed metadata which are stored and administered using the EXMARaLDA Corpus Manager (cf. Schmidt/Wörner 2009). The recordings were transcribed using the EXMARaLDA Partitur Editor (ibid.) and the minimal transcription level of the GAT2 transcription conventions (cf. Selting et al. 2009), which were adapted for the multilingual GeWiss data. Besides the design of the GeWiss corpus, the metadata description and the transcription conventions applied, we describe the workflow from data gathering to corpus publication, which is planned by the end of this year.

**Keywords:** comparable multimodal speech corpora, academic language, German as a foreign language

1. **Introduction**

Research on academic language has flourished in recent years, including academic German. The corpus resources available for larger, empirically based research projects remain, however, limited, even with regard to written academic language, and they are practically non-existent for spoken academic language. A detailed, empirical analysis of linguistic conventions and formulaic language used in (oral) academic communication is, however, all the more important in a day and age where our academic landscapes are becoming ever more internationalised. GeWiss aims to lay a foundation for such research: With GeWiss a comparable corpus is being constructed, consisting of spoken academic language data from German, English, and Polish academic contexts (cf. Fandrych, Meißner & Slavcheva in print).

This paper describes the design of the GeWiss corpus, the metadata description of communications and speakers, the transcription conventions applied and the workflow from data gathering to corpus publication.

2. **The Design of the GeWiss Corpus**

2.1 **Research Rationale**

At present, publicly available and searchable corpora on (spoken) academic German do not exist. Previous studies in the field (e.g. Meer, 1998, Jasny, 2001 or Guckelsberger, 2005) are based on rather small-scale data collections which were compiled according to individual research questions and which have not been made available to the larger research community. The GeWiss project aims at making a first step towards remedying this situation by creating an electronically accessible multilingual corpus of academic discourse with academic German at its core. The range of spoken academic data included will allow for studies at least in the following areas:

- analyses of oral academic discourse of native speakers in the German, British and Polish academic settings,
- contrastive analyses of German and other L1 data,
- contrastive analyses of students’ and experts’ academic language in their respective L1s and in German as a Foreign Language,
- contrastive analyses regarding differences in the discourse practices and conventions of academic German in different academic settings, i.e. in the context of the German academic tradition in comparison to Polish and British academic traditions.

In order to obtain a suitable data base, the GeWiss corpus is carefully designed. In a nutshell, it can be described as a balanced composition of two prototypical academic discourse genres, a monologic (i.e. academic talk) and a dialogic one (i.e. oral examinations), recorded in comparable disciplines (German, Polish, and English philologies) in a German, a British and a Polish academic context. It comprises L1 and L2 data of German as well as L1 data of English and Polish. As can be seen, English and Polish and their respective academic settings are chosen as points of comparison to German in the first instance. However, the corpus is designed in such a way that it is easily expandable in various ways – more languages and academic traditions can be added, more genres can be included, and further learner data could be added (e.g. data from secondary school settings).
2.2 Parameters of the Corpus Design

There are two key parameters determining the structure of the GeWiss corpus: (1) the type of discourse genre chosen, and (2) the language constellation of the speakers recorded.

The two discourse genres included in the GeWiss corpus were selected because they were considered to be of great relevance in many academic settings (in various disciplines, academic traditions, and linguistic communities), though, of course, they are far from being universal: Conference papers / student presentations were selected as a key monologic genre. We decided to include oral presentations / conference papers held by expert scholars as well as presentations held by students in seminars to allow for the comparison of different levels of academic literacy. The recordings also include the respective follow-up discussions as we regard them as integral parts of the communicative events as a whole.

Oral examinations were chosen as a dialogic genre of prime importance for student success because in many disciplines and countries they are a prerequisite for graduation.

With regard to the parameter ‘language constellation of the speakers’, we took recordings of L1 productions of German, English and Polish native speakers on the one hand, and L2 productions in German on the other hand. Since our main research interest lies in the study of academic discourse and academic discourse conventions, we broadly define the L1 of our participants as the language in which they (predominantly) received their school education. This still means that in certain cases, more than one L1 can be identified. Since aspects of the participants’ language biography are documented as part of the metadata questionnaire (see below), such more complex language constellations are made transparent in the metadata database. The L2 productions are recorded in three different academic settings (German, British, and Polish), possibly also reflecting influences of different discourse traditions in the sense proposed by Koch and Österreicher (cf. Koch & Österreicher, 2008, 2008ff).

2.3 Corpus Size

The first version of the GeWiss corpus will comprise a total of about 120 hours of recording, i.e. 60 hours per genre and 40 hours of data originating from German, English, and Polish academic settings respectively. Table 1 gives an overview of the actual amount of transcribed data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic setting</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>British</th>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conference paper</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>403 min</td>
<td>447 min</td>
<td>321 min</td>
<td>325 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>395 min</td>
<td>395 min</td>
<td>395 min</td>
<td>395 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student presentation</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>385 min</td>
<td>287 min</td>
<td>301 min</td>
<td>315 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>297 min</td>
<td>297 min</td>
<td>297 min</td>
<td>297 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral exam</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>425 min</td>
<td>351 min</td>
<td>318 min</td>
<td>666 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>350 min</td>
<td>350 min</td>
<td>350 min</td>
<td>350 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.53 h</td>
<td>13.58 h</td>
<td>17.46 h</td>
<td>21.42 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The actual corpus size of the GeWiss corpus

At the moment, the GeWiss corpus counts a total of 447 speakers – 128 from the German academic setting, 121 from the British and 198 from the Polish.

2.4 Related Work: GeWiss in Comparison to Existing Corpora of Spoken Academic Language

There are currently no other corpora of spoken academic German available. The situation is much better with regard to English where there are three corpora of spoken academic English to which the GeWiss corpus may be compared: MICASE (Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English, cf. Simpson et al. 2002), BASE (British Academic Spoken English, cf. Thompson & Nesi 2001), and ELFA (English as a Lingua Franca in Academic Settings, cf. Mauranen & Ranta 2008). The first two contain mainly L1 data while ELFA comprises only L2 recordings. GeWiss combines the different perspectives taken by MICASE and ELFA with regard to the usage contexts of a foreign language. While MICASE contains English L2 data produced only in a native (American) English context and ELFA contains English L2 data recorded at Finnish universities, i.e. in one specific non-English academic environment, GeWiss comprises both types of L2 data, thus allowing for a comparison of academic German used by L2 speakers of German both in a German context and in two non-German academic contexts.

With regard to the range of disciplines and discourse genres covered, the GeWiss corpus is much more focussed (or restricted) than both MICASE and ELFA. The latter two both contain recordings of a wide range of spoken academic genres and disciplines. In GeWiss, in contrast, the number of genres covered is confined to two (presentations and oral examinations) and that of disciplines to one (philology). With regard to the number of genres covered, GeWiss is comparable to BASE which contains only lectures and seminars (which were recorded in different disciplines). The restriction regarding genre and discipline in the GeWiss corpus is, however, a gain when it comes to research interests that include pragmatic and textual dimensions. It is also a key feature for any cross-language comparison.

As a comparable corpus, GeWiss differs from MICASE, BASE, and ELFA in that it contains L1 data from three different languages (recorded in all the selected discourse genres).

When comparing the GeWiss corpus size to that of MICASE (200 hours / 1.8 million tokens), BASE (196 hours / 1.6 million tokens) and ELFA (131 hours / 1 million tokens), it is noticeable that GeWiss is somewhat smaller (a total of 120 hours), but if one compares the ratio of data per genre the differences are not generally all that big (cf. Fandrych, Meißner & Slavcheva in print).

In sum, although the first version of GeWiss is somewhat smaller than publicly available corpora of English spoken academic discourse, its specific design offers a valuable database for comparative investigations.
3. Metadata

Since the GeWiss corpus was designed for comparative studies in spoken academic language, it contains detailed metadata describing the event, the recordings themselves, the transcriptions associated with the speech events, as well as the main participants. The metadata in the GeWiss project are encoded using the XML format from EXMARaLDA and stored and administered using the EXMARaLDA Corpus Manager (COMA) (cf. Schmidt & Wörner, 2009).

Especially the GeWiss metadata for the speech events and the participants are crucial for the corpus design and allow for the creation of sub-corpora for specific investigations. Below, we describe a few selected data types to illustrate this (cf. Fandrych, Meißner & Slavcheva in print).

3.1 Metadata about the Speech Event

The metadata about the speech event include 13 parameters describing the speech event as a whole, as well as information about the location the communication took place in, the languages used in the communication and some general conditions of the communicative event (partly in their relevance for the recording).

The first relevant design parameter of the GeWiss corpus – the type of speech event – is represented in the data type Genre.

According to the second design parameter of the GeWiss corpus – the language constellation of the speakers – metadata information relating to the nativeness / non-nativeness of the language use of a specific speaker in a given communicative event is entered in the key LI Communication, in order to allow for various comparisons between speakers of different native languages. In addition, an overview of the languages used in a particular communication can be found in the section Language(s).

We distinguish between the Main language of interaction of a given communicative event and any further languages that may have been used (Language alternation). In addition, we characterise the event according to the Degree of orality (as freely spoken, read aloud or learnt by heart) based on the evaluation of the participant observer conducting the recording and the additional materials to the speech event like scripts, power point slides or notes.

3.2 Metadata about the Speakers

Apart from some basic socio-demographic information, the metadata about the speakers include information about the education as well as the languages spoken by the speakers. According to the COMA metadata model, particular stages in the education of the speakers are stored as different Locations. There are, however, three different types of locations in the metadata set of the GeWiss corpus: Education (as a general heading for both primary and secondary education of the speaker which is assumed to be significant for the socialisation of the speaker in the educational system of a particular language community and thus might be relevant for the specific and general academic language skills of the speaker), Study abroad and Stay abroad (for (longer) periods abroad for non-academic purposes). A further set of questions concerns speakers’ language competences. Since the GeWiss corpus aims to provide a comparison of the academic style of speakers of three different language communities, with a particular emphasis on the distinction between native and non-native speakers of German, metadata on both the L1 – defined as the language(s) of the educational socialisation (see above) – as well as L2 – defined as any additional language – were collected. For all cases where German is the L2 there is an additional item Evaluation of the language competence.

This should allow for comparison between the specific academic language skills, as represented in the recordings of the speech events, and the general language competence.

4. Transcription

All recordings in the GeWiss corpus were transcribed manually using the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor (cf. Schmidt & Wörner, 2009). The transcriptions were carried out according to the conventions of the minimal transcription level of GAT2, a system of conventions developed more than 10 years ago by German linguists with a mainly conversation analytical background for the specific purposes of the analysis of spoken language data (cf. Selting et al., 2009). According to the GAT2 conventions, words and phrases are transcribed orthographically in the speaker’s tier, without any punctuation or capitalisation and using the standard pronunciation as reference norm. Strong deviations from standard pronunciation, however, such as dialectisms and regionalisms as well as idiosyncratic forms are transcribed using a ‘literary transcription’, e.g. mitmanner as an idiosyncratic form of miteinander.

Some of the GAT2 conventions were expanded and developed further to improve the searchability of the GeWiss corpus, in particular in cases of clitisation and idiosyncratic forms resulting from phonetic processes within the word boundaries. In addition, all such items are listed in a separate document together with their expanded (standardised) equivalents to enable automatic searches and to homogenise transcription practises across the GeWiss project (cf. Fandrych, Meißner & Slavcheva in print).

As for the transcription of the Polish and English spoken data, the GAT2 conventions were adapted by the Polish respectively English project group according to the specific spoken language phenomena of each of the two languages (cf. Lange et al. in prep.)

The current version of the GeWiss corpus contains mainly orthographic transcriptions of the linguistic actions of the speakers which are entered in a verbal tier. In addition, for every speaker there is a corresponding comment tier for describing non-verbal phenomena of the speakers affecting the communication; it is also used for the standardised versions of abbreviations, dialectisms, regionalisms and idiosyncratic realisations of words and phrases.

5. Annotation

Since the GeWiss corpus comprises non-native spoken data of German, too, which may contain instances of code
switching and code mixing, we have included an additional annotation layer for language alternation, annotated with the tag *Wechsel*. In addition, the translation of the passage is given in the comment tier of the particular speaker (cf. fig. 1).

![Figure 1: The annotation layer for language alternation in the GeWiss corpus](image)

6. **The Work Flow of the GeWiss Corpus Construction**

Creating a well designed corpus, and in particular one comprising (recorded and transcribed) spoken data, is a labour- and cost-intensive project. For the specification of the corpus design it requires clear ideas about the kind of research questions that it might help to answer as well as the corpus design it requires clear ideas about the labour- and cost-intensive project. For the specification of

| 1. Data acquisition and recording – including the enquiry of recording opportunities, the recruitment of participants, the request for written consent, and finally the recording itself, conducted by research assistants who were also present as participant observers in the speech events in order to identify speakers and collect metadata;
| 2. Data preparation – including the transferring of the recordings to the server, the editing and masking, the assignment of alias and the masking of the additional materials associated with the recording;
| 3. Entering the metadata into the EXMARaLDA Corpus Manager – including the linking of the masked recordings and additional materials to the speech event;
| 4. Transcription – including a three-stage correction phase carried out by the transcriber him-/herself and two other transcribers of the project;
| 5. Final processing of the transcript – including the additional masking of the recording (if needed), the check for segmentation errors, the export of a segmented transcription and finally the linking of the transcription to the speech event in the corpus manager.

At present, the final check and the segmentation of the GeWiss transcriptions are in progress and the digital processing of the transcribed data has started. After that, the sub-corpora will be built up and an interface for the online access will be implemented. Through this web interface the GeWiss corpus will be publicly available for research and pedagogical purposes after free registration. The release of the first version of GeWiss is planned by autumn 2012.

7. **Conclusion**

We have described the creation process of a comparable corpus of spoken academic language data produced by native and non-native speakers recorded in three different academic contexts, i.e. the German, English and Polish context. We presented the parameters for the design of the GeWiss corpus, the types of metadata collected, the transcription conventions applied and the workflow from data gathering to corpus publication. The GeWiss corpus will be the first publicly available corpus of spoken academic German. Its specific design offers a valuable database for comparative investigations of various kinds. The successful completion of the phase of data acquisition and transcription is an important prerequisite for the creation of a valuable corpus of spoken data for linguistic purposes. The associated expenditure of time, however, shouldn’t be underestimated in the planning stage of such corpora.
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Abstract

The paper introduces a new project, the Multimodal Parallel Russian Corpus, which is planned to be created in the framework of the Russian National Corpus and to include different realizations of the same text: the screen versions and theatrical performances of the same drama, recitations of the same poetical text, and so on. The paper outlines some ways to use the MultiPARC data in linguistic studies.

1. Introduction

It is generally known that the main drawbacks and difficulties in the speech researches are connected with the fact that speech is not reproducible. It seems that we have no possibility to repeat the same utterance in the same context and in the same circumstances. These limitations lose their tension, when we deal with the etiquette formulas, and with other standard social reactions of a fixed linguistic structure. But unfortunately, the standard formulas of the kind are quite specific and may hardly represent a language as a whole. So, we may state that a spoken utterance is unique, in a sense that it takes place on one occasion only, here and now, and cannot be reproduced in combination with its initial constiuation.

On the other hand, the question arises what part of this or that utterance is obligatory to all speakers in all possible circumstances, and what part of it may change along with the changes of speakers and circumstances. The only possible way to solve the problem is to let different speakers utter the phrase in the same circumstances. Naturally, the real life never gives us the possibility to put this into practice, laying aside the case of linguistic experiment. But the sphere of art lets us come near the solution.

To investigate the ways of the articulation of the same utterance by different speakers, but in the same circumstances, the RNC\textsuperscript{1} team decides to create a new module in the framework of the Multimodal Russian Corpus (MURCO\textsuperscript{2}), which is supposed to be named Multimodal Parallel Russian Corpus (MultiPARC).

2. Three parts of MultiPARC

2.1 Recitation

We suppose that the Recitation zone of the MultiPARC will include the author’s, the actor’s, and the amateur performances of the same poetic or prosaic text. We plan to begin with the poetry of Anna Akhmatova, who is quite popular among professional actors and ordinary readership; besides, a lot of recordings of Akhmatova’s recitations of her own poetry are easily available. There are no comparable corpora of the kind functioning at the present moment, as far as we know.

2.2 Production

MultiPARC will also include the different theatrical productions and screen versions of the same play. For example, we have at our disposal one radio play, three audio books, three screen versions, and seven theatrical performances of the Gogol’s play “The Inspector General” (“Revizor”). As a result, the MultiPARC will give us the opportunity to align and compare 14 variants of the 1\textsuperscript{st} phrase of the play: I have called you together; gentlemen, to tell you an unpleasant piece of news. An Inspector-General is coming. Naturally, every cue of the Gogol’s play may be multiplied and compared in the same matter. And not only the Gogol’s play, but also the plays of Chekhov, Vampilov, Rosov, Ostrovsky, Tolstoy, and so on. The only requirement to a play is as follows: it ought to be popular enough to have at least two different theatrical or screen versions.

The comparison of different realization of the same phrase, which is meant to be pronounced along with the same conditions and circumstances, but by the different actors, gives us the unique possibility to define, which features of this or that utterance are obligatory, which are optional, but frequent ones, and which are rare and specific only for one person.

Naturally, here we face the restrictions, which are connected with the artificiality of the theatrical and movie speech. Though, we definitely may come to some interesting and provoking conclusions concerning the basic features of spoken Russian, and probably of spoken communication as a whole.

2.3 Multilingual zone

The above section naturally brings us closer to the most debatable and open to question zone of the MultiPARC, namely the multilingual one. Here we suppose to dispose the theatrical productions and screen versions on the same play/novel, but in different languages (American and Russian screen versions of Tolstoy’s “War and Peace”,

---

\textsuperscript{1} About the RNC see [RNC’2006, RNC’2009], [Grishina 2007], www.ruscорpora.ru; about the spoken subcorpora of the RNC see, among others, [Grishina 2006, 2007], [Grishina et al., 2010], [Savchuk 2009]).

\textsuperscript{2} About the MURCO see, among others, [Grishina 2009a, 2009b, 2010].
French and Russian screen versions of “Anna Karenina”, British and Russian screen versions of “Sherlock Holmes”, and so on.

This zone of the MultiPARC is intended for the investigation in two fields: 1) comparable types of pronunciation (pauses, intonation patterns, special phonetic features, like syllabification, chanting, and so on), which are often the same in different languages, 2) comparable researches in gesticulation, which has its specificity in different cultures. We think that this zone of the MultiPARC may become the subject of international cooperation.

3. MultiPARC Interface

The MultiPARC in total is supposed to have the interface, which is adopted just now for the MURCO. The user’s query will return to a user a set of clixts, i.e. a set of the pairs ‘clip + corresponding text’, the corresponding texts being richly annotated. But the MultiPARC seems to have some specific features. The investigation of movie and theatrical speech has shown that the actors regularly transform the original texts of a play (see [Grishina 2007]). We often meet the transformations of the following types:

1) additions
2) omissions
3) shifts and transpositions
4) synonymic equivalents
5) apocopes
6) restructuring, and some others.

(If it should be noted parenthetically that these linguistic events take place also in poetry, though quite rarely.) As a result, the real cue pronounced on the stage or on the screen may differ considerably from the corresponding cue in the prototypical text. Consequently, the MultiPARC interface ought to provide two types of queries: 1) query for the prototypical cue, 2) query for the real cue (see Pic. 1).

If a user makes a query, which refers to the prototypical cue, then he/she receives the clusters of the real cues (i.e. the complete set of the clixts, which correspond to this very prototypical cue). But if a user makes a query, which refers to the unit (word, construction, combination of letters, accent, and so on) included in a real cue, but missing in the prototypical one, then he/she receives in return only the real cues, which contain this unit.

4. Types of Annotation

Since the MultiPARC is the result of further development of MURCO, it is quite natural that it will be annotated under the MURCO standards. These are as follows:

- metatextual annotation
- morphological annotation
- semantic annotation
- accentological annotation
- sociological annotation
- orthoepic annotation
- annotation of the vocalic word structure

We have described all types of MURCO annotation earlier ([Grishina 2010]), so we need not to return to the question.

5. MultiPARC as Scientific Resource

MultiPARC is meant to be one of the resources for scientific researches, so its main task is the academic one. Being the academic resource, it lets us put and solve the scientific tasks, which concern following fields of investigation.

1. The regularities of the pause disposition in spoken Russian.
2. The regularities of the intonation patterns, which accompany the same lexical and syntactical structures.
3. The correspondence between punctuation marks and pause disposition.
4. The correspondence between the punctuation marks and intonation patterns.
5. The regularities of the change of the word order in spoken Russian in comparison with written Russian.
6. The set and ranking of clitics (proclitics and enclitics) in spoken Russian.
7. The correspondence between the communicative structure of a phrase (theme vs. rheme) and the most frequent manners of its pronunciation from the point of view of phonetics and intonation.

Below we mean to illustrate the above with some interesting observations.

6. Usage of MultiPARC

6.1 Syllabification in Spoken Russian

The trial version of the MultiPARC, which is being prepared just now, let us illustrate some types of its prospective usage in scientific studies. For example, we may investigate the role of some phonetic phenomena in Spoken Russian.

Let us analyze the beginning of the classic Gogol’s play “The Inspector General” (“Revizor”) from this point of view. The comparison of first 37 fragments gives us the possibility to analyze the main types of meaning of syllabification in Spoken Russian.

6.1.1. The highest degree of quality

Hereinafter the first figure in the brackets refers to the number of the utterances with the syllabification, the second figure refers to the total number of the utterances, and the percentage means the comparative quantity of the syllabicated utterances (it will be recalled that we have compared 14 realizations – the
theatrical performances, movies, audio books — of the same play).

The syllabification is used to mark up the words and word-combinations, which include the component ‘the highest degree of quality’ in their meaning (hereinafter these words and words-combinations are bold-faced).

The corresponding illustrations are as follows.

It would be better, too, if there weren’t so many of them. (5-11-49%)

I have called you together, gentlemen, to tell you an unpleasant (6-14-43%) piece of news.

Upon my word, I never saw the likes of them — black and supernaturally (6-14-43%) big.

The attendants have turned the entrance hall where the petitioners usually wait into a poultry yard, and the geese and goslings go pokings their beaks (5-12-42%) between people’s legs.

Besides, the doctor would have a hard time (4-11-36%) making the patients understand him.

An extraordinary (4-13-31%) situation, most extraordinary! He doesn’t know a word (3-11-27%) of Russian.

Last night I kept dreaming of two rats — regular monsters! (4-14-26%)

And I don’t like your invalids to be smoking such strong tobacco. (3-10-30%)

You especially (2-12-17%), Artemy Filippovich. Why, you might gallop three years away from here (1-14-7%) and reach nowhere.

6.1.2. Important information, maxims and hints

The syllabification is used to mark the information of heightened importance. This group includes the suggestions and hints:

Yes, an Inspector from St. Petersburg. (2-14-14%) incognito. (9-14-64%) And with secret instructions. (5-14-36%) too.

I had a sort of presentiment (5-14-36%) of it.

It means this, that Russia — yes — that Russia intends to go to war. (9-13-69%) and the Government (6-13-31%) has secretly commissioned an official to find out if there is any treasonable activity anywhere. (7-14-50%)

On the look-out, or not on the look-out, anyhow, gentlemen, I have given you warning. (3-14-22%)

In addition, this group includes the maxims. The maxims are the utterances stating something to be absolutely true, without any reference to time, place, and persons involved. Therefore the maxims are accompanied with the syllabification quite often to underline the importance and significance of the conveying ideas:

Treason in this little country town! (= ’It is impossible to have treason in this little country town’) (4-14-29%)

The Government is shrewd. (2-14-14%) It makes no difference that our town is so remote. The Government is on the look-out all the same. (3-14-21%)

Our rule is: the nearer to nature the better. (7-12-58%) We use no expensive medicines.

A man is a simple affair. (3-13-23%) If he dies, he’d die anyway. If he gets well, he’d get well anyway.

6.1.3. Introduction of the other’s speech

Third group of syllabification is quite specific. It includes the utterances, which introduce the other’s speech or autoquotations. Generally, the introduction precedes the other’s speech, but sometimes it summarizes the citation. This group also includes the introductions of one’s thoughts and opinions:

“My dear friend, godfather and benefactor — [He mumblies, glancing rapidly down the page.] — and to let you know (4-14-26%)” — Ah, that’s it [he begins to read the letter aloud]

Listen to what he writes (3-14-22%)

It means this, (4-13-31%) that Russia — yes — that Russia intends to go to war

My opinion is (2-13-15%), Anton Antonovich, that the cause is a deep one and rather political in character

I have made some arrangements for myself, and I advise you (2-12-17%) to do the same.

So, the tentative studying of the MultiPARC data has shown that it may give us the possibility to study the semantics and functions of different phonetic phenomena in Russian systematically.

6.2 Types of pauses

The MultiPARC presents the data to investigate the types and the usage of the pauses in Spoken Russian. The preliminary analysis has shown that there are 4 types of pauses as for their frequency:

1) obligatory pauses; frequency 80-100%

I have called you together, gentlemen, to tell you an unpleasant piece of news. (14-14-100%) An Inspector-General is coming.

2) frequent pauses; frequency 50-79%

I advise you to take precautions. (11-14-79%) as he may arrive any hour; (8-14-57%) if he hasn’t already, and is not staying somewhere (8-14-57%) incognito.

3) sporadic pauses; frequency 20-49%

Oh, that’s a small! (2-11-14%) matter.

4) unique pauses, frequency 8-19%.

Oh, as to (1-13-8%) treatment, Christian Ivanovich and I have worked out (1-13-8%) our own system.

Having distinguished the different types of pauses, we may analyze the correlation between

1) the frequency of pauses and the punctuation marks;

2) the duration of pauses and their frequency;

3) the types of pauses and the types of the syntactic boundaries;

4) we may also systematically investigate the expressive features of the unique pauses.

As for the last point, we may notice that breaking up the combination of an attribute and a determinatum (AD) into two parts with a pause is a quite seldom event. In 37 surveyed fragments of the Gogol’s play we may see 21 combinations AD without any pauses between A and D, and only 7 combinations with the unique pauses: AD. As a result, the pause in the constructions like AD has a great expressivity and underlines the importance of the attribute.

7. Conclusion

We may see that the Multimodal Parallel Russian Corpus (MultiPARC) present the new type of the multimodal corpora. This corpus gives a researcher the possibility to analyze the spoken events from the point of view of their frequency,
singularity, expressiveness, semantic and syntactic specificity, and so on. Moreover, the MultiPARC presents the data for the gestural investigations. For example, the eye behavior (namely, blinking), which is specific for the professional actors while declaiming poetry, is quite different from this of non-professional performers. Since the MultiPARC is planned to include video, we may obtain the gestural data from different screen versions and theatrical performances. So, the contrastive analysis of the data is available.
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Constructing General and Dialectal Corpora for Language Variation Research: Two Case Studies from Turkish
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Abstract

Parallel corpora utilizing a standardized system for sampling, recording, transcription and annotation potentially ensures cross-linguistic analyses for researchers. This paper describes how comparability was achieved in a general corpus and a dialectal corpus in the context of the Spoken Turkish Corpus – STC (Turkish spoken in Turkey) and the Spoken Turkish Cypriot Dialect Corpus – STCDC (Turkish in Northern Cyprus). Section 2 overviews aspects of Variety corpora features that impact variation research. Section 3 describes the corpus design and sampling procedures adopted in STC and STCDC. Section 4 focuses on the corpus construction tools employed in the two corpora. Finally, Section 5 presents the transcription standardization methods devised for STC and STCDC.

Key words: Turkish dialects, discourse corpora, language variation analysis, sampling frames and principles, multi-modality, transcription standardization, annotation parameters

1. Introduction

Clancy (2010: 80-81) makes a useful distinction between “Variety” and “variety” in the construction of corpora. He proposes ‘Variety’ to mean geographical varieties of language (e.g., Irish English, British English, etc.), while ‘variety’ refers to discourse genres defined by situational use (e.g. academic discourse, workplace language, etc.). This paper concerns spoken corpora of the Variety kind that are also designed to represent ‘varieties’.

In order to portray language variation in a more fine-grained manner at the discoursal level, we argue that the current conceptualization of spoken corpora be replaced with discourse corpora (see also Santamaría-García, 2011), and that genre metadata include socio-cultural activity types, discourse topics, and speech acts so as to achieve fine-grained representation of interaction. The paper develops its argument in the context of two corpora on contemporary dialects of Turkish, namely, the Spoken Turkish Corpus – STC (Turkish spoken in Turkey) and the Spoken Turkish Cypriot Dialect Corpus – STCDC (Turkish in Northern Cyprus). The paper first presents an overview of certain aspects of Variety corpora features that impact variation research, and discusses the importance of developing parallel genre sampling frames that can capture communication as situated interaction. The last part of the paper discusses issues concerning the representation of variation, with a focus on corpus tool desiderata standardizing transcription, and annotation parameters so as to ensure gains in comparative research even on corpora designed for different purposes.

2. Designing ‘Variety’ Corpora

Spoken corpora as Variety have been compiled in different ways with respect to the nature of interaction types. Those with a particular interest in regional dialectal variation have often relied on elicited speech (e.g., the Freiburg English Dialect Corpus – FRED). Others such as the International Corpus of English – ICE, incorporate Varieties of English and samples of unprompted language in public and private settings. Corpora based on elicited speech have the advantage of allowing the researcher to ‘guide’ the interaction so as to document inter-speaker variation. However, they would lose out on the capacity to explore intra-speaker variation in naturally occurring communications, unless corpora are designed to include elicited speech. Curating elicited speech arguably has the advantage of controlling for genre, but in line with Cermák (2009), we maintain that spoken corpora – and indeed discourse corpora – necessitate a predominance of natural speech (Ruhia et al., 2010). Thus for discourse-oriented spoken corpora we would highlight the significance of multi-party, spontaneous and high interaction speech (Cermák, 2009: 118) if we are to represent the full quality of discourse in ‘real life’. In this regard, elicited speech largely limits the kind of sociolinguistic and pragmatic variation analysis that can be conducted, such as accommodation processes and situation-bound form-function mappings.

Inclusion of a range of genres in Variety corpora is a standard implementation procedure, but a problematic feature at the discourse level concerns the common practice of selecting equal lengths of texts. This means that texts may be cut at appropriate points in the discourse or combined to form “composite[s]” from shorter interactions (e.g. ICE; Greenbaum and Nelson, 1996: 5). Such sampling makes it impossible to conduct cross-varietal research on genres and conversational organization (Andersen, 2010: 556), thereby largely limiting. Other corpora, however, have aimed to include complete interactions wherever feasible (e.g., BNC). Genre classification in spoken corpora is yet another problematic area (Lee, 2001) that has a bearing on variation analysis. This is partly due to the fact that spoken interaction
is often fluid in terms of communicative goals. Corpus compilers have tackled classification in slightly differing manners and levels of granularity. While BNC lump(s) casual conversations as a single category, the Cambridge and Nottingham Corpus of Discourse in English (CANCODE) differentiates such speech events along two axes: the relational and goal dimensions (McCarthy, 1998:5). One problem with this scheme is the rigid divide it proposes for goal classification and in some cases for speaker relations. Conversations in real life may be either task or idea oriented at different specific times (Gu, 2010) or include differing social relations within the same situated discourse. One way of resolving the multi-dimensionality and fluidity of discourse in corpus files would be to include social activity types in metadata.

The discussion above has raised a number of issues in spoken corpus compilation, focusing on certain design features. In the following, we highlight aspects of speaker demographics, and the employment of domain and social activity criteria for genre classification, which is supplemented with discourse topic and speech act annotation in metadata.

### 3. Corpus Design, Pragmatic Metadata, and Sampling Procedures in STC and STCDC

The construction of STC and STCDC as web-based corpora started at different but close times at the campuses of Middle East Technical University in Ankara and Güzelyurt (in 2008 and 2010, respectively; [http://www.stc.org.tr/en/; http://corpus.ncc.metu.edu.tr/?lang=en]). STC will function as a general corpus for spoken Turkish in Turkey. It is thus a Variety corpus that includes demographic variation and different genres. STCDC is also a Variety corpus that includes different genres, but it has a regional dialect slant. Despite the dialectal focus of STCDC, the two corpora may be used for variation analysis because their sampling frames are similar and because they employ the same speaker metadata and genre classification parameters (see Andersen, 2010: 557).

With respect to speaker metadata, both STC and STCDC include standard demographic categories such as place of birth and residence, age, education, etc. In addition to these, speakers are described according to length of residence in different geographical locations (see Ruhi et al. (2010c) for a fuller description of the metadata features in STC). Both corpora also document the language profiles of the speakers. This will allow sifting of speakers according to these parameters in future dialect research.

STC and STCDC employ two parameters in genre classification: speaker relations and social activity type. The major domains are family, friend, family-friend, educational, service encounter, workplace, media discourse, legal, political, public, research, brief encounter, and unclassified. Finer granularity in metadata is achieved during the corpus assignment and the various steps in the transcription stage in STC through annotation of speech acts (e.g. criticizing), on the one hand, and on the other hand, annotation for conversational topics (e.g. child care), speech events (e.g. troubles talk), and ongoing social activities (e.g., cooking). In the current state of STC, speech acts are annotated as a separate category from topic annotation categories, but Topics as a super-category includes local conversational topics and discoursal topics, which, as evident in the examples given above, concern the meso-level of discourse in that they are more discourse activities than topics in the strict sense (see Levinson (1979) on activity types). The inclusion of speech acts and topics as two further parameters in metadata is motivated by the assumption that combining generic metadata with more specific pragmatic annotation renders corpora more ‘visible’ for pragmatics research, broadly construed here to include variation analysis. Conflating local and global topics in a single category may not be the ideal route. However, given that speech event, activities and discoursal topic categorizations are fuzzy notions,1 we submit that separating them from local topics would not add to the worth of the annotation (Speech act and topic annotation will be implemented in STCDC Project at a later stage.). Figure 1 is a partial display of the metadata for a file in STC:

![Figure 1. Partial metadata for a communication in STC](image)

This metadata annotation design is an improvement for pragmatics-oriented research on spoken corpora, where scholars have underscored the difficulty of retrieval of speech act realizations through standard searches that more often than not rely on the extant literature on speech acts in various languages (see, e.g., Jucker et al. (2008) for an investigation of compliments in BNC). Identifying speech act realizations during the corpus construction stage can enhance corpus-driven approaches to pragmatics (broadly construed here to include variation analysis) by providing starting points for researchers on where to look for the relevant realizations in the ‘jungle’ of corpus data. As has been noted scholars that critically assess the possibility of doing corpus-oriented discourse analysis and pragmatics

---

1 See Adolphs, Knight & Carter (2011) for related remarks on classifying activities in corpus.
research (e.g., Virtanen, 2009), data retrieval and analysis can be overwhelming. We propose that there is a need to achieve a modicum of practice that garners the best of qualitative and quantitative methodological practices, and that one way to do this is to annotate a minimum of pragmatic and semantic information in corpora (see, also, Adolphs, Knight & Carter (2011) for an implementation of activity type annotation). Below, we expand on the motivation for implementing a minimum level of speech act and topic annotation, taking up four issues regarding general corpora design, researching language in use, and the case of languages that have not been the object of pragmatics research to the extent that we observe in languages such as English and Spanish. Then, to our knowledge, the field of spoken corpus construction is yet to see the publication of large-scale general corpora that are annotated for speech acts with the analytic detail that is displayed in pragmatics research (e.g., full annotation of head-acts, supportive moves, and so on). As noted in Samantariego-Garcia (2011), too, there appears to be little sharing of pragmatically (partially) annotated corpus, with the result that corpus-oriented research is limited in terms of sharing knowledge and experience in the field. Naturally, it is questionable whether general corpora construction should aim for full annotation of speech acts or other discursive phenomena that go beyond the utterance level, given that these are is time-consuming, expensive enterprises, which also carry the risk of weakening annotation consensus (see Leech, 1993). Nonetheless, there is growing interest to employ general or specialized corpora for pragmatics research. We would argue that while listing speech act occurrences certainly does not replace full-scale annotation, rudimentary, list type annotations open the way to enhancing qualitative methodologies that aim to combine them with quantitative approaches.

The second issue concerns corpus compilation research. Topic and speech act annotation aids monitoring for variation in genre, tenor, and the affective tone of interaction during corpus construction (Ruhi et al., 2010a). Monitoring for contextual feature variation are too broad notions to achieve representativeness in regard to the ‘content’ level of language, especially in casual conversational contexts. While such annotation naturally increases corpus compilation effort, it is useful for studies in pragmatics and dialectology, where it is observed that stylistic variation is controlled by discoursal and sociopragmatic variables (see Macaulay, 2002). The third issue is related to the fact that pragmatic phenomena (e.g., negotiation of communicative goals and relational management, and inferencing) are not solely observable as surface linguistic phenomena. Despite its limitations, speech act annotation is a viable starting point for exploring these dimensions of language variation. Finally, for the less frequently studied languages in traditional discourse and pragmatics research, there is often little if none by way of research findings that corpus-oriented research can rely on to retrieve tokens of pragmatic phenomena at the linguistic expression level. Turkish is one typical example of such a language, where, for instance, only a handful of studies exist on directives (see Ruhi, 2010). In this regard, speech act and topic annotation can aid in implementing the necessarily corpus-driven methodologies for pragmatics research in such languages.

Stocktaking the issues raised concerning the inclusion of what are arguably qualitative metadata features, we maintain that the parameters described above respond to the need for corpora that are pragmatically annotated.

STC and STCDC are similar in regard to sampling procedures. Both projects recruit recorders on a voluntary basis, and selections are based on stratified sampling methods. Even though STCDC is currently much smaller in size and narrower in genre variety, the two corpora will eventually achieve comparability even if at different scales (250, 000 words in STCDC, and 1 million in STC in its initial stage). With respect to the discursive dimensions of interaction, since the two corpora aim at compiling complete conversations, analysis of pragmatic variation will be possible.

4. Corpus Construction Tools in STC and STCDC

Both STC and STCDC are transcribed with the EXMARaLDA Software Suite (Schmidt & Wörner, 2009), which facilitates research on variation owing to the nature of its tools. The transcription tool, Partitur-Editor, enables multiple-level annotation and files are time-aligned with audio and video files. In its simplest form, each speaker in a file is assigned two tiers – one for utterances (v-tier) and one for their annotation (c-tier) (see Figures 2a and 2b for the annotation of dialectal and standard pronunciation of words). Each file also has a no-speaker tier (nn), where background events may be described (e.g., ongoing activities that impinge on conversation). This structure is especially essential in variation analysis, as researchers may themselves consult the original data against possible errors in transcription, or play and watch segments as many times as necessary.

Figure 2a: Transcription of the /k/-/g/ variation in STCDC

Figure 2b: Transcription of the /k/-/g/ variation in STC

With EXAKT, EXMARaLDA’s search engine, statistical data such as frequencies can be obtained. However, EXAKT is not only a concordancer but also a device for stand-off
annotation. Researchers have often criticized corpus metadata models that present information only in file headers (e.g. Archer, Culpeper & Davies, 2008). By enabling access to metadata at the site of the tokens retrieved, EXAKT responds to this crucial need in variation analysis. Figure 3 illustrates a token of the word *tamam* ‘alright, okay’ in STC, along with a select number of metadata categories (Metadata criteria can be selected according to research questions.). Figure 4 displays a stand-off annotation of another token of *tamam* for utterance and speech act function.

Figure 3: Token and selected conversation features

Figure 4: Utterance and speech act type

5. Transcription Standardization in STC and STCDC

Transcription of language Varieties has been handled in two ways in current corpora and in disciplines such as conversation analysis and discourse analysis, namely,

Either producing dialectal, orthographic transcription which is as close to the pronunciation as possible, or producing a transcription based on a written standard, but usually allowing for some variation.

Andersen (2010: 554)

As is current practice in general corpora, STC follows the second approach described in Andersen (2010) (see, e.g., BNC). Standard orthography is employed in the v-tier, except for a limited list of words consistently pronounced in different ways from the so-called careful pronunciation. For instance, the word *hammefendi* ‘lady’ is usually pronounced with the deletion of *me*. Thus, the word is written either as *hammefendi* or *hanfendi* in the v-tier depending on speaker pronunciation (for documentation of spelling variation in STC see Ruhi et al. (2010b) and the corpus web site for documents on technical details). Prominently marked dialectal and stylistic variants of words and morphological realizations are transcribed in the c-tier (see Figure 5a). As stylistic variation can interleave with dialect shifts, representing both the actual pronunciation and its standard form provides crucial information for investigating pragmatic variation.

In STCDC, standardized dialectal orthography is employed in the v-tier and standardized orthography of prominent words is written in the c-tier. STC and STCDC transcriptions are thus like mirror images of each other (compare, Figures 2a,b and 5a,b).

STC and STCDC share the same transcription system adapted from HIAT (Ruhi et al., 2010b). A major gain of this procedure will be the possibility to compare dialectal and standard forms in a unitary fashion across Turkey and Northern Cyprus. STCDC will also inform standardization in the compilation of special, dialectal computerized corpora for Anatolian dialects, owing to the fact that dialects in Cypriot Turkish share an extensive number of variation patterns despite variation especially in certain inflectional morphemes (Saracoğlu, 2004).Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the transcription of the */t/-/d/ and */k/-/g/ variation in STCDC and STC, respectively.

Figure 5a: Transcription of */k/-/g/ variation in STC

Figure 5b: Transcription of */t/-/d/ variation in STCDC

For dialectal variation studies, the transcription methodology described above is supported through EXAKT. The tool automatically produces word lists from the v-tier, which can then be selected for search in the corpora. Such searches reveal instances of variation in situ, as can be seen in Figures 2a,b and 5a,b.

Commonality in standardization in STC and STCDC is not restricted to solely the transcription of the word. The two corpora also employ similar annotation conventions for discursively significant paralinguistic features and non-lexical contributions to the conversation (see, e.g., the superscript dot in Figure 5a for laughter). Figure 5b illustrates the lengthening of phonetic units in words, which is described in the c-tier in both corpora. This methodology is expected to ease cross-varietal pragmatic research.
6. Concluding Remarks

This paper has discussed how comparability was achieved in a general corpus and a dialectal corpus in the context of STC and STCDC. Parallel corpora utilizing a standardized system for recording, transcription and annotation potentially ensures cross-linguistic analyses for researchers. We highlight the importance of moving toward the construction of discourse corpora for language variation research by enriching metadata designs that can enhance corpus-based/corpus-driven cross-varietal research in pragmatics and related fields. At a more specific level, we hope that the corpus design and its implementation in STC and STCDC will move forward the field of corpus construction for Turkish and Turkic languages.
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Abstract

The purpose of the present paper is to introduce the Corpus of Spoken Greek, which has been developed at the Institute of Modern Greek Studies (Manolis Triandaphyllidis Foundation), Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. More specifically, I would like to describe and account for the particularities of this corpus, which is mainly intended for qualitative research purposes from the perspective of Conversation Analysis. I will thus exemplify some of the issues and challenges involved in the development of corpora that consist of naturalistic speech data. As a consequence, I would like to conclude that the idea of “best practices” for speech corpora can only be understood as a function of the research goals, explicit or implicit, that are prominent when compiling a corpus. Moreover, standardization of speech corpora can only be pursued to an extent that allows, on the one hand, comparability with other corpora and usability by a large community of researchers, and, on the other, ensures maintenance of those characteristics that are indispensable for the kind of research that the corpus was originally conceived for.

Keywords: Modern Greek, speech, Conversation Analysis

1. Introduction

While the significance of studying language on the basis of speech has been undisputed for more than a century now and while the necessity for corpora has been long recognized, the international praxis of speech corpora is only slowly catching up with that of written corpora. This is no coincidence, if one takes into account that the compilation of spoken data is much more time-consuming and expensive as it relies to a greater extent on technical equipment. Moreover, if ‘naturalness’ of the data is one of the goals, the so-called observer’s paradox (more precisely: the attempt to overcome this paradox) often has the consequence that speech corpora comprise public discourse genres, e.g. broadcast lectures, talk shows, news bulletins, etc. Other types of discourse, like everyday conversations or telephone calls, are much more sensitive to the kind of recording (audio vs. video) employed, as regards naturalness or authenticity; moreover, they are much less accessible (e.g. with respect to the participants’ consent to record their interaction and use the recorded material). It is no surprise then that speech corpora based on naturalistic data are relatively rare and small in comparison to written corpora.

In this paper, I would like to discuss some of the problems involved in the development of corpora that consist of naturalistic speech data by way of presenting the Corpus of Spoken Greek of the Institute of Modern Greek Studies (Manolis Triandaphyllidis Foundation), Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. More specifically, I would like to describe and account for the particularities of this corpus which are closely related to its aims, but also to the specific conditions under which it was developed, and point to some issues and challenges.

2. Background

The compilation of a corpus of naturally occurring talk-in-interaction is one of the aims of the research project Greek talk-in-interaction and Conversation Analysis,1 which is carried out under the author’s direction at the Institute of Modern Greek Studies. The project additionally aims at the study of the Greek language from the perspective of Conversation Analysis and the training of researchers in the theory and practice of Conversation Analysis (in the following, CA for short), an ethnomethodologically informed approach to linguistic interaction (for the aims, principles, methodology, etc., of CA, cf. e.g. Lerner, 2004; Schegloff, 2007). Given the CA orientation of the project, the Corpus of Spoken Greek is primarily intended for close qualitative rather than quantitative analyses, and it is this objective that lends the corpus its particular characteristics (cf. Section 3). However, as we shall see in Section 5, part of the corpus can also be used for quantitative analyses online.

In its current form (with respect to its conceptualization and more or less stable composition of the team through the employment of part-time assistants), the project Greek talk-in-interaction and Conversation Analysis has been running for about four years. However, the Corpus of Spoken Greek did not arise out of nowhere nor did it get designed at one shot. Rather, it utilized earlier data collections (and transcriptions) carried out by the author

1 Website: <http://ins.web.auth.gr/en/ylikoelectr/Corpus.html>
in various research and/or student projects since the 1980s, mostly without any funds. In particular, an earlier corpus of approximately 250,000 words (cf. Pavlidou, 2002) has been incorporated into the current one. It is furthermore important to stress that the Corpus of Spoken Greek has not been intended as a "closed" database, but as a dynamic corpus in that it gets enriched with new recordings and transcriptions, while older transcriptions are re-examined and eventually improved.

3. Features

As has already been indicated, the Corpus of Spoken Greek is mainly intended for qualitative analyses of the Greek language and, more specifically, for the study of Greek talk-in-interaction from a CA perspective. Accordingly, in the compilation of the Corpus, particular emphasis has been placed on data from everyday conversations in face-to-face interactions or over the telephone. In addition though to informal conversations among friends and relatives, the Corpus also includes other discourse types, which are more institutional, like recordings of teacher-student interaction in high school classes, television news bulletins, and television panel discussions (cf. Table 2 for the size of data from each discourse type). In sections 3.1 to 3.3 further information with regard to the collection of data, transcription, files and metadata is provided.

3.1 Data Collection

The Corpus of Spoken Greek, as mentioned, utilized earlier data collections and transcriptions (cf. Section 2). In all cases, however, we have to do with naturalistic data that were collected for the most part by MA or PhD students for their theses or by undergraduate students for their semester work. The informal conversations were tape- or video-recorded by one of the participants. In the case of classroom interaction, it was the teacher-her/himself who made recordings of his/her classes at high school. The equipment used for the recordings has been varying over time, as in the beginning only simple tape- or video-recorders were available, while later on digital recorders could be employed.

Recordings of private conversations and classroom interactions were made openly and after having informed the participants that they would be recorded and getting their consent. In the case of telephone conversations, sometimes this information was given after the telephone calls were conducted. In all cases, the persons who made the recordings were asked to erase anything they wanted and to hand in only those conversations/interactions they would not mind being heard or seen by others. The issue of participants’ consent, though, has been handled with much more rigor and detail in the last 15 years, as there is both a growing sensitivity in the Greek society and an official Data Protection Authority for the safeguarding of personal data in Greece. We have therefore been using a written consent form that is signed by all participants in those interactions which are not transmitted publicly.

3.2 Transcription

As is well known, CA lays great emphasis on the detailed representation of spoken discourse via the transcription of the recordings. For CA, transcription is not an automatic, mechanical procedure, of the kind, for example, accomplished by various software packages, nor is it confined to the representation of content, as is usually done in the written form of interviews by journalists (cf. also Ochs, 1979). On the contrary, the ‘translation’ of sound into written text requires theoretical elaboration and analysis, presupposes training, and demands multiple examination/corrections by several people.

The recordings collected for the Corpus of Spoken Greek are therefore meticulously transcribed according to the principles of CA (cf. e.g. Jefferson, 2004; Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 2007) in several rounds by different people. This is basically an orthographic transcription, in which the marking of overlaps, repairs, pauses, intonational features, etc., is carried out in a relatively detailed manner. To this we add the marking of certain sandhi phenomena and dialectal features. For the disambiguation of prosodic features (e.g. sudden voice uprise), we employ the Praat software. Finally, transcriptions are produced as Word documents, using a table format that allows different columns for marking the participants’ names, the numbers of lines (when necessary), etc. An extract of such a transcription is illustrated in Table 1 (to which the English translation has been added):2

2 ‘Afrod.’ stands for Afroditi, the name of a female participant.

For the symbols used in the transcription please cf. the Appendix in Section 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimos</th>
<th>[...] ἐπιστήμη ὅλα τα- αὐτά που ἀκούγαμε στα...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[...] he played all the- those songs we listened to when (a loud song)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>were eighteen, (1.3) and he looked at us with a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[μάτι, (γυμνή δε τ’ ακούς αυτά.)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>critical eye. (why don’t you listen to these.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrod.</td>
<td>[Συγγρημή, τα ίδια ακούς γειμε (όταν ήρθαν)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excuse me, did we listen to the same songs (when you)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorgos</td>
<td>[(γελά..........................)= (the laughs..............)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([δικαστάτωρ; πού θές να ξέρω τι ακούγατε;]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(γελάντους))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>were) eighteen? how should I know what you listened to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorgos</td>
<td>[(.................................=)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in a laughing tone))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from Table 1, phenomena like overlaps, pauses and other prosodical features are marked in a relatively detailed manner. On the other hand, annotating, for example, the ‘sequential organization’ of the above excerpt, i.e. what the basic ‘adjacency pair’ is, what its ‘expansions’ are, and so on, but even things that one might think of as simpler (e.g. ‘turns’, ‘increments’, etc.) would require even deeper theoretical analysis than the process of transcribing itself entails.3 It goes without saying that this would exceed the scope and aims of a speech corpus; after all the particular Corpus is compiled in order to serve as a tool for such an analysis.

On the other hand, the annotation or tagging of easily quantifiable linguistic categories (e.g. parts of speech) is not a relevant objective for our project at the moment. As for the tagging of social/pragmatic categories (e.g. speech acts), such a practice would run counter to the CA principles, unless it is the result of an in-depth theoretical elaboration that establishes, among other things, the relevance of these categories for the participants themselves. But as already noted the aim of the Corpus is to serve as a tool for such qualitative analyses, rather than provide the analysis itself.

3.3 Files and Metadata
The Corpus of Spoken Greek comprises five different types of digital files, stored on CDs or DVDs:
1) audio-recordings,
2) video-recordings,
3) transcriptions of the recordings without any metadata (as Word documents),
4) transcriptions of the recordings with all the metadata (as Word documents),
5) transcriptions of certain recordings, without any metadata, in html format for the online word search (cf. Section 5).

In addition, printouts of the transcribed texts are kept in separate folders.

The reference code for each file involves five variables indicating: the type of discourse, the year in which the recording was produced, the type of recording (i.e. audio vs. video), the person who made the recording, and the number of the recording (if more recordings by the same person are available). In the case of telephone calls, classroom interaction and TV news bulletins or panel discussions, a sixth variable is added to indicate, e.g. whether the call is made on a cell phone or what high school level (‘gymnasium’ vs. ‘lyceum’) the interactions come from or which TV channel broadcast the news bulletin, and so on.

As for the metadata, their exact nature varies depending on the type of discourse involved. For example, for the face-to-face conversations among friends and relatives the metadata comprise:

- a) the names of the participants and the pseudonyms employed in the transcription,
- b) their age,
- c) the relationship to one another,
- d) occupation,
- e) their place of residence during the last five years at the time of the recording,
- f) the place they come from,
- g) any special features in their linguistic behavior (e.g. dialectal accent),
- h) where/when the recording was made,
- i) name of the person that made the recording,
- j) names of the original plus subsequent transcribers.

4. Current Size and Types of Discourse
The current size of the Corpus of Spoken Greek amounts to approximately:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCOURSE TYPES</th>
<th>NUMBER OF WORDS</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>conversations among friends and relatives</td>
<td>566,977</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV news bulletins</td>
<td>535,421</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher-student interactions</td>
<td>305,222</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telephone calls</td>
<td>189,349</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV panel discussions</td>
<td>119,466</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,716,435</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Discourse Types and Number of Words
As previously mentioned, the degree of detail and quality of the transcription varies, depending on the number of people working on the data and their training, but also according to the research needs of the project and the necessities that have arisen (cf. e.g. the preparation of part of the Corpus for word search online described in the next Section). Consequently, not all transcribed texts appearing in Table 2 are on the same level. In particular, most transcriptions of face-to-face conversations have been reworked on the average by three to four different persons. TV panel discussions, on the other hand, have only undergone transcription by one to two persons.

The *Corpus of Spoken Greek* is, thus, unique both in its aims/conception but also in its make-up, as compared to the other four existing Greek corpora (of which only one contains spoken discourse files), since a great part of it (ca. 44%, i.e. more than 750,000 words) comes from informal (face-to-face or telephone) conversations.

5. Extensions

As already mentioned, the *Corpus of Spoken Greek* has been primarily designed for the qualitative analysis of language and linguistic communication from a CA perspective. However, a tool has recently been developed for the search of words and phrases, concordances, statistics, etc., in a database consisting of informal conversations among friends and relatives that amounts to 200,000 words. This tool, which is available online, allows the user to track a word, irrespective of modifications of its form due to the transcription conventions. Figure 1 illustrates the main page of the tool for quantitative analyses:

![Figure 1: Main page of the tool for quantitative analyses](<http://corpus-ins.lit.auth.gr/corpus/index.html>)

When searching for a certain word, e.g. *καλά* (‘good’, ‘well’), the results are listed in contextual environments consisting of three lines of transcribed text. These lines may contain utterances belonging to different speakers (symbolized in different color icons before every line). Figure 2 illustrates two such contextual environments for the word *καλά*. It also shows the total number of its occurrences –617 in this case.

![Figure 2: Search results](Image)

The search for a word, e.g. *καλά* (‘good’, ‘well’), will also yield all the words beginning with the letter sequence *κ-α-λ-α*, e.g. *καλάμι* (‘reed’), *καλάθι* (‘basket’). By using the asterisk (*), e.g. *καλά* or *καλά*, the search will also yield all the words containing the letter sequence *κ-α-λ-α* or ending in it. Finally, the search for pairs of words, e.g. *καλά καλά* or *πολύ καλά*, is also possible.

Finally, some statistics can be provided, as for example the ten most frequent words in this part of the Corpus shown in Figure 3:

![Figure 3: The ten (10) most frequently used words](Image)

In addition to the tool for quantitative purposes, we are currently in the process of assessing alternative approaches to coding multimodal data (e.g. CLAN, ELAN, EXMARaLDA), so that the available video recordings can be adequately transcribed and managed (cf. e.g. Mondada, 2007; Schmidt & Wörner, 2009) in ways best suited to the purposes of the *Corpus of Spoken Greek*. 

---

4 Website: <http://corpus-ins.lit.auth.gr/corpus/index.html>
6. Availability
The Corpus of Spoken Greek is available to scholars for research purposes, but not online. Scholars interested in qualitative analysis can contact the author for the conditions pertaining to access and use of parts of the Corpus.

What is available online is the tool for word search, etc. (cf. Section 5). In other words, part of the corpus, consisting of informal conversations among friends and relatives can be accessed online (cf. footnote 4) for quantitative analyses.

7. Conclusion
The discussion above has hopefully shown how certain features (naturalistic data, detailed transcriptions of everyday conversations) of the Corpus of Spoken Greek derive from the purposes for which it was developed (qualitative analysis, CA perspective) and how they get modified by the real-life conditions (funding, technical affordances, experienced staff) under which they have to be implemented.

In conclusion, then, I would like to suggest that the idea of “best practices” for speech corpora can only be understood as a function of the research goals –explicit or implicit– that are prominent when compiling a corpus. It is these goals that inform the features and particularities of a specific corpus, thus rendering it eventually a/the “best” tool for specific purposes under specific conditions, but less suitable for others. Consequently, standardization of speech corpora can only be pursued to an extent that allows, on the one hand, comparability with other corpora and usability by a large community of researchers, and, on the other, ensures maintenance of those characteristics that are indispensable for the kind of research that the corpus was originally conceived for.

8. Appendix
List of Transcription Symbols used in Table 1

- left brackets: point of overlap onset between two or more utterances (or segments of them)
- right brackets: point of overlap end between two or more utterances (or segments of them)

To prevent potential confusion over the temporal sequence of the overlapping segments double brackets are used in some cases.

The symbol is used either in pairs or on its own.

A pair of equals signs is used to indicate the following:

1. If the lines connected by the equals signs contain utterances (or segments of them) by different speakers, then the signs denote ‘latching’ (that is, the absence of discernible silence between the utterances).
2. If the lines connected by the equals signs are by the same speaker, then there was a single, continuous utterance with no break or pause, which was broken up in two lines only in order to accommodate the placement of overlapping talk.

The single equals sign is used to indicate latching between two parts of a same speaker’s talk, where one might otherwise expect a micro-pause, as, for instance, after a turn constructional unit with a falling intonation contour.

(0.8) Numbers in parentheses indicate silence, represented in tenths of a second. Silences may be marked either within the utterance or between utterances.

(.) micro-pause (less than 0.5 second)

punctuation marks
- the period indicates falling/final intonation
? the question mark indicates rising intonation,
, the comma indicates continuing/non-final intonation
: Colons are used to indicate the prolongation or stretching of the sound just preceding them. The more colons, the longer the stretching.
-
A hyphen after a word or part of a word indicates a cut-off or interruption.

>word< The combination of ‘more than’ and ‘less than’ symbols indicates that the talk between them is compressed or rushed.

.h If the aspiration is an inhalation, then it is indicated with a period before the letter h.

(()laughs)) Double parentheses and italics are used to mark meta-linguistic, para-linguistic and non-conversational descriptions of events by the transcriber.

(word) Words in parentheses represent a likely possibility of what was said.

[...] Dots in brackets indicate a strip of talk that has been omitted.
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1. Introduction

Syntactically annotated corpora, also known as treebanks, have long found their way into theoretical linguistics, as they provide a valuable resource for the investigation of specific linguistic phenomena and for the verification of linguistic theories. Most treebanks, however, have been developed for written language. This is due to the enormous expenditure of time needed for collecting, digitalising and annotating spoken language data.

This paper discusses best practices for the syntactic annotation of non-canonical language, using Kiezdeutsch (‘hood German’) as a test case. Kiezdeutsch is a variety of German spoken by adolescents from multiethnic urban areas (Wiese, 2009; Freywald et al., 2011) and can be considered non-canonical in two ways. First, it is a spoken variety of German, thus deviating strongly from canonical written German. It shares all the properties of spoken language which pose a challenge for syntactic annotation, like filled pauses, self-corrections and aborted utterances. In addition, it displays a number of phenomena which make Kiezdeutsch distinct from other varieties of spoken German, such as bare noun phrases, or a word order which, according to standard German, is considered ungrammatical.1

In the remainder of the paper we present preliminary work on building a treebank for a non-canonical variety of spoken language. We report on our first experiences with annotating Kiezdeutsch and outline the main problems we encountered during the annotation process. We compare our solutions with the ones chosen in other syntactically annotated corpora of spoken language, and address issues we consider crucial for good treebank design.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe the design and architecture of the Kiezdeutsch-Korpus. Section 3. reviews related work on syntactic annotation of spoken language and situates our work in the research context, and Section 4. discusses best practices for annotating language data. We present our design desicions for the KidKo corpus in Section 5. and conclude in Section 6.

2. KidKo – The Kiezdeutsch-Korpus

In our project, we work with Kiezdeutsch (‘hood German’), a variety of German spoken by adolescents from multiethnic urban areas.

The data was collected in the first phase of project B6 ”Grammatical reduction and information structural preferences in a contact variety of German. Kiezdeutsch” as part of the SFB (Collaborative Research Centre) 632 ”Information Structure” in Potsdam. It contains spontaneous peer-group dialogues of adolescents from multiethnic Berlin-Kreuzberg (around 48 hours of recordings) and a supplementary corpus with adolescent speakers from monoethnic Berlin-Hellersdorf (around 18 hours of recordings). The current version of the corpus contains the audio signals aligned with transcriptions. We transcribed using an adapted version of the transcription inventory GAT basic (Selting et al., 1998), including information on primary accent and pauses.

We are especially interested in new grammatical developments in Kiezdeutsch (Wiese, 2009; Wiese, 2011) and their interaction with information structure and discourse phenomena. We thus decided on a multi-layer architecture with different levels of annotation, including the audio files and the transcriptions, part-of-speech tags and syntax.

To enable investigations of prosodic characteristics of the data, our transcription scheme has an orthographic basis but tries to closely capture the pronunciation, including pauses and encoding disfluencies and primary accents. In addition, we are adding a level of orthographic normalisation where non-canonical pronunciations and capitalisation are reduced to standard German spelling. This annotation layer enables us to use standard NLP tools for semi-automatic annotation.2 It also increases the usability of the corpus as it allows one to find all pronunciation variants of a particular expression.

1Many of these phenomena also occur in other varieties of spoken German. In Kiezdeutsch, however, they seem to be more frequent than in other varieties. The exact extent of these differences have yet to be determined.

2We still have to adapt these tools to our data. However, without the normalisation this would be infeasible.
In addition to part-of-speech tags and phrase structure trees, we also plan to encode topological fields (Drach, 1937; Höhle, 1998) in the corpus. The topological field model is a descriptive model which captures the semi-free German word order. Standard German accepts three possible sentence configurations (verb first, verb second and verb last) by providing fields like the prefield, the middle field and the final field. The fields are positioned relative to the verb, which can fill in the left or the right sentence bracket. The ordering of topological fields is syntactically constrained but serves information-structural functions.

In the next section, we introduce other syntactically annotated corpora of spoken language as points of reference for our work.

3. Related work

Treebanks exist not only for resource-rich languages like English, but also for low-resource languages like Basque (Aduriz et al., 2003), Bulgarian (Osenova and Simov, 2003), or Urdu (Abbas, 2012), to name but a few. Most of these resources, however, are based on standard written text and are often limited to one single genre, namely newspaper text. Noteworthy exceptions are the Christine corpus (Sampson, 2000) and, of much larger size, the Switchboard corpus and the Verbmobil corpus.

3.1. The Christine Corpus

The Christine corpus (Sampson, 2000) was developed in the late 90ies and was one of the first treebanks of spoken language data. Christine includes extracts from the spoken part of the BNC and other sources, totalling more than 80,000 words. The annotation scheme of the Christine corpus provides very fine-grained information based on functional dependencies. The annotation scheme accounts for pauses, speech repairs, and other phenomena of spoken language.

3.2. The Switchboard Corpus

The Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992)\(^3\) is a corpus of spontaneous conversations of telephone bandwidth speech which was collected at Texas Instruments. The complete corpus includes about 2,430 conversations averaging 6 minutes in length, which results in over 240 hours of recorded speech with about 3 million words of text, spoken by over 500 speakers of both sexes from every major dialect of American English. The Switchboard corpus is syntactically annotated according to the guidelines of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993), with additional guidelines for annotating disfluencies (Meteer and others, 1995), covering phenomena such as non-sentential elements, slash-units\(^4\) and restarts.

\(^3\)Also see the NTX-format Switchboard corpus (Calhoun et al., 2010) which brings together the several annotation layers of the Switchboard corpus and unites them in one single XML format.

\(^4\)Slash-units are units which can (maximally) correspond to a sentential unit, but can also map to incomplete sentences which nevertheless constitute a complete utterance in the discourse.

3.3. The Verbmobil Corpus

Most relevant to our work is the Tübingen Treebank of Spoken German (TüBa-D/S) (Stegmann et al., 2000) which was created in the Verbmobil project (Wahls, 2000). The German part of the Verbmobil corpus (which is identical to the TüBa-D/S and henceforth called the Verbmobil corpus) is a syntactically annotated corpus based on spontaneous dialogues between native speakers of German role-playing business partners. The topic of conversation in the data is restricted to scheduling. This is due to the fact that the Verbmobil corpus was created with an eye towards applications for machine translation of spontaneous dialogues. Restricting the domain and limiting the vocabulary used in the corpus was intended to make the task more feasible.

All the dialogues have been transcribed and annotated manually. They include around 38,000 sentences (360,000 tokens). The annotation provides phrase structure trees enriched with grammatical function labels (dependency relations). The Verbmobil corpus also encodes topological field information as part of the phrase structure trees. We will come back to the treatment of repetitions and speech errors in Verbmobil in section 5.4.

We will compare our work mostly to the Verbmobil corpus which was also created for German, but will also make references to other corpora, when suitable.

4. Design principles for language corpora

This section discusses general principles for good design of (spoken) language corpora which we consider crucial and thus try to implement in KidKo.

4.1. Standardisation/Interoperability

An important issue for building corpora is compatibility with already existing annotation schemes and formats. Using standard annotation schemes to encode linguistic information in the new corpus has some major advantages. First, it allows for comparing the linguistic structure of the new resource to other corpora, and is thus indispensable for studying language variation across different corpora. For NLP purposes, this approach is also favorable, as it allows data users to add new data to existing training sets for system development and domain adaptation.

On the other hand, most existing corpora and annotation schemes for syntactic annotation have been developed with standard written text in mind and fail to capture many of the characteristics of spoken language.\(^5\) A minor problem is the lack of part-of-speech (POS) categories for specific phenomena of spoken language like filled pauses (uhm, uhm). Such categories can easily be added to the tag set without having a negative impact on the comparability of the corpus, as they do not skew the distribution of existing tags. A

\(^5\)There are, of course, projects concerned with the annotation of speech and spoken language data, developing corpora and annotation standards for spoken language. Most of them, however, are focussed on transcription, prosodic tagging, or part-of-speech annotation. Up to now, only few projects building spoken language corpora provide syntactic annotations beyond the part-of-speech level (but see Deulofeu et al. (2010) for a dependency-based annotation of spoken French).
4.2. Theory-driven vs. data-driven annotation

In this section we want to contrast a theory-driven approach to annotation with a data-driven approach. We argue that the two approaches will result in completely different resources and will thus have a strong impact on the linguistic results one will get when working with the corpus. The theory-driven approach takes a particular grammar framework as its starting point and uses it as the basis for analysis. It is thus based on solid grounds (assuming the theory is valid) and can resort to existing solutions for different kinds of phenomena in the data. In general, the theory-driven approach to linguistic annotation does support the consistency of the annotations which, in fact, is highly desirable.

The problem starts when encountering phenomena which so far have not been captured within the theory. The annotators, who have to resolve these issues on the fly using the set of analyses licensed by the theory, often resort to an analysis valid within the theoretical framework which does not really fit the data. Even more important, they are tempted to ignore linguistic phenomena simply because there is no valid analysis at hand. This is a major problem when working with non-canonical data where one will encounter many new phenomena not licensed within the theoretical framework, which most probably was tailored to the phenomena of standard, canonical language.

To illustrate our point, let us consider the case of multiple frontings in German. The Verbmobil annotation guidelines state that only one constituent is allowed in the prefield (Stegmann et al. (2000), p. 24). As a result, elements like dann in Example (1) are not placed within the prefield in the German Verbmobil Corpus but instead are annotated as isolated phrases and attached to the virtual root node (Figure 1).

Although their existence is not acknowledged in the Verbmobil guidelines, those constructions are quite frequent in spoken language. In the Verbmobil Corpus we found 157 cases like the one in (1) where an adverbial phrase, attached to the root node, is followed by another preverbal constituent. We argue that the theory-driven approach runs the risk of ignoring phenomena which are not licensed by the theory, as done for the multiple frontings, as these are not allowed in the grammar and thus not annotated as such. Instead, we propose a data-driven approach where all constructions which occur in the data are taken at face value and described exactly where they occur at surface level. We thus define the prefield as the constituent(s) in the left periphery (meaning everything occuring to the left of the left sentence bracket), without restricting the number and type of constituents allowed here. This, of course, leads us back to the question of segmentation, as this will determine what exactly we will find in the left periphery.

5. Syntactic annotation in KidKo

We will now report on our preliminary experiences with annotating Kiezdeutsch. To familiarise ourselves with the problems arising for annotating non-canonical language data, we selected a small sample with 1,265 token from the corpus. The sample is a recording of five teenage girls having an informal conversation about school, friends, and similar topics. We automatically provided syntactic analyses for the data using the Berkeley parser (Petrov et al., 2006) trained on the TIGER treebank (Brants et al., 2002) and manually corrected the parser output trees.

5.1. POS Annotation

In Section 4, we argued for using standard annotation schemes to support interoperability and comparability and extended them to suit the needs of the data at hand. Following this guideline, we use an extended version of the Stuttgart Tübingen Tag Set (STTS) (Schiller et al., 1995) for part-of-speech annotation. The STTS is the standard.

Figure 1: Multiple prefield in the Verbmobil corpus (VF: prefield, MF: middle field, LK: left sentence bracket)
part-of-speech tagset for German and was also used (with minor variations) to annotate POS tags in the TIGER treebank and in the Verbmobil corpus.

The original STTS provides a set of 54 different tags. Our extended version comprises additional tags for filled pauses, question particles, backchannel signals, onomatopoeia, unspecific particles, breaks, and unfinished material, and a new punctuation tag to mark unfinished sentences (Table 1). This allows us to do a more fine-grained analysis than the one in the Verbmobil corpus, which uses the tags from the original STTS only.\(^6\) Our part-of-speech annotation of interjections, discourse markers and fillers is also more fine-grained than the one in the Switchboard corpus which, for example, distinguishes pauses filled with nasally produced noises (erm) from vocally filled pauses (er).

In addition, we propose including an extra layer of annotation which maps our language-specific POS tagset to a coarse-grained, universal POS tagset (Petrov et al., 2011) which already provides a mapping for 25 different treebank tagsets for 22 languages. This will enable a comparison (admittedly on a very coarse-grained level) of the numbers for part-of-speech annotation across different corpora.

### 5.2. Syntactic Annotation

Our syntactic annotation is adapted to the one in the TIGER treebank (Brants et al., 2002), which is characterised by its flat tree structure. Like the Verbmobil corpus, TIGER encodes syntactic categories as well as grammatical functions in the tree. TIGER uses a set of 25 syntactic category labels and distinguishes 44 different grammatical functions. Unlike in Verbmobil, non-local dependencies are expressed through crossing branches. TIGER neither annotates unary nodes, nor does it provide annotations for topological fields.\(^7\)

In the remainder of this section we will go into the problem of segmentation and will describe the syntactic representation of disfluencies in the KidKo corpus.

### 5.3. Unit of analysis

Many proposals have been made in theoretical linguistics for defining the most adequate unit of analysis for spoken language, in analogy to the sentence concept for standard written text (for an overview see (Crookes, 1990; Foster et al., 2000)). The ideas of what to use as a basis for linguistic analysis differ considerably, depending on the theoretical background of the respective researchers. Although the issue has been discussed for a long time, there is no general agreement as to what should be used, and even different definitions of the same individual unit show substantial variation. In a thorough review of literature on spoken language, Foster et al. (2000) looked at more than 80 studies published in four leading journals on applied linguistics and second language acquisition, and found that identical units were either not defined in the same way or not defined at all, or that the instructions given in the article were not sufficient to handle real-world, messy spoken data. This trend is alarming, as the choice of unit will have a significant impact on the results of the analysis, and also on the comparability of the results to other studies. Our main ideas for defining a proper unit of analysis are as follows. First, we want to maintain interoperability and comparability with corpora of written language on sentence-like utterances in the data. Second, we want to capture different types of non-sentential units which are frequent in spoken language and which are not, in general, fragments, even when not following the rules of a standard grammar for written language. Third, the guidelines on what should be annotated as a unit of utterance should be based on a theoretical basis suitable for describing spoken language, and should enable the annotators to apply them in a consistent way. We thus base our unit of analysis on structural properties of the utterance and, if not sufficient, also include functional aspects of the utterance. The latter results in what we call the principle of the \textit{smallest possible unit}, meaning that when in doubt whether to merge lexical material into one or more units we consider the speech act type and discourse function of the segments.\(^8\) Example (2) illustrates this by showing an utterance including an imperative (\textit{Speak German!}) and a check question (\textit{Okay?}). It would be perfectly possible to include both in the same unit, separated by a comma. However, as both reflect different speech acts, we choose to annotate them as separate

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
POS  & description       & example                                         & transliteration         \\
\hline
PTK  & particle, unspecific & Ja/PTK kommst Du denn auch ?                   & yes come you then too   \\
PTKfill & filler & Ich ïh/PTKfill ich kommte auch . & I er I come to .   \\
PTKono & onomatopoeia  & Das Lied ging so lalala/PTKONO.  & The song went so lalala .   \\
XYB & unfinished word & (unverständlich)/UI #  & (uninterpretable) #   \\
$\#$ & unfinished utterance & Ich ko #$/$#  & I ko #   \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Additional POS tags in KidKo (the $\#$ is used to mark incomplete utterances or utterances not interpretable due to low quality of the audio)}
\end{table}

\(^6\)Our annotation is not as fine-grained as the one in the Christine corpus which, for example, distinguishes pauses filled with nasally produced noises (erm) from vocally filled pauses (er).

\(^7\)As stated earlier, we plan to annotate topological fields in the corpus. This information will be added on a separate annotation layer instead of including it in the phrase structure tree.

\(^8\)Our classification of speech act types and discourse functional units is inspired by work on shallow discourse-function annotation (Jurafsky et al., 1997) and on non-sentential units in dialogue (Fernandez and Ginzburg, 2002; Fernández et al., 2007).
units of analysis.

This treatment is opposed to the one in the Verbmobil corpus, called the longest match principle. The longest match principle demands that as many nodes as possible are combined into a single tree as long as the resulting tree structure is syntactically as well as semantically well-formed. Based on our considerations outlined above, our basic unit of analysis for syntactic annotation can be defined as an utterance either corresponding to the sentence (S) in standard written language\(^9\), or to a non-sentential unit (NSU). Our classification of non-sentential units distinguishes different question types (e.g. backchannel questions, clarification questions, check questions, WH questions), non-sentential imperatives, different answer types (short answers, plain affirmative answers), different types of modification (adjectival modifiers, propositional modifiers, bare modifiers), non-sentential exclamatives, onomatopoeia, vocatives, and more.

Figure 2 shows an example from the corpus. The utterance is a non-sentential elaboration of an answer given in response to the question "Who is that girl?", adding more information to the original answer. Figure 2 also illustrates our treatment of unfinished words (see 5.1., Table 1) and the representation of repetitions (DUP). We will come back to this topic in section 5.4.

5.4. Syntactic representation of disfluencies

A severe problem for the syntactic analysis of spoken language phenomena concerns the representation of disfluencies in the syntax tree, such as repetitions, hesitations, self-repair or filled pauses (fillers).

**Self-repair** Example (3) illustrates a self-repair marked by a filled pause. Our terminology follows the one of Shriberg (1994) which is based on (and modifies) Levelt (1983), and which was also used in the annotation of the Switchboard corpus.

\(^9\)We operationalise the annotation of S as the set of all utterance including a finite verb.

First, the material to be corrected (the reparandum: \textit{Was machs}) is produced, followed by the filled pause (the interregnum: \textit{ah}). The interregnum refers to the time span from the end of the reparandum to the onset of the repair. In Example (3), this temporal region is filled, but this is not necessarily the case. Sometimes there are unfilled pauses which serve the same reason, namely replanning the utterance abandoned by the speaker. Then we have a new start, the repair, displaying the intended utterance (\textit{was mache}). Disfluencies in spoken language often result in fragments which do not correspond to proper constituencies and where the grammatical status of the fragment is by no means clear. Off-the-shelf NLP tools, being trained on standard written text, are not able to handle those structures. The removal of the reparandum makes it easier to apply off-the-shelf NLP tools to the data. In addition, reparandum and repair often give rise to duplicate arguments. E.g. in Example (3), the self-repair results in an utterance with two direct objects and two predicates. Figures 3-6 show four (out of many) possibilities for representing the syntactic structure in a constituency tree.

---

\[\begin{align*}
(3) & \quad \text{Was machs} \quad \text{ah} \quad \text{was mache} \quad \text{ich falsch} \quad S \\
\text{repair} & \quad \text{interregnum} & \text{repair} \\
\text{Was} & \quad \text{machs} & \quad \text{ah} & \quad \text{machs} & \quad \text{ich falsch} \\
\text{PWS} & \quad \text{WFIN} & \quad \text{PTKFL} & \quad \text{WFIN} & \quad \text{PPER} & \quad \text{ADJD} & \quad S
\end{align*}\]

“What’s wrong with what I do?”

In Figure 3 the reparandum is annotated as a fragment (FRAG), while the functional label identifies it as the reparandum (REPARAND). The representation in 3 reflects the common view to regard filled pauses as a performance problem and thus does not integrate them in the sentence but attaches them to the virtual root node (VROOT). A more radical approach consists in eliminating all fillers from the corpus, as done in the Verbmobil corpus. This strategy does not allow one to directly encode the function of the interregnum in Example (3), namely to mark the interruption point and to indicate the self-repair. The second strategy is even worse for linguistic purposes, as it makes it infeasible to use the corpus for investigations of disfluencies and strategies in speaking.\(^{10,11}\)

Figure 4 annotates both reparandum and repair inside of FRAG nodes which are both attached to the same sentence

\(^{10}\)See, e.g., the studies by (Clark and Wasow, 1998; Clark and Fox Tree, 2002).

\(^{11}\)The approach taken in the Verbmobil corpus is, of course, motivated by its main purpose to serve as a resource for machine translation of spontaneous dialogues, not as a resource for linguistic research.
node, as is the interregnum. This reflects the idea that all should belong to the same unit of analysis. This particular representation, however, makes it hard to recover the well-formed sentence from the utterance and also gives misleading search results for linguistic queries looking for, e.g., the number of direct objects governed by a sentence node.

Figure 5 solves this problem by attaching the repair directly to the sentence node (S). The interregnum is annotated as part of the reparandum, which (same as in 3) is annotated as a fragment (FRAG). Filled pauses, however, can also occur without a self-repair. Thus we decided to treat all fillers the same and not to include them in the FRAG node containing the reparandum. This results in our preferred representation, shown in Figure 6. Our solution is similar to the treatment of self-repair in the Switchboard corpus (Figure 7).

In the Switchboard corpus, square brackets are used to mark the beginning (RM) and end (RS) of a self-repair sequence (Figure 7), and the interruption point (IP), which occurs directly before the interregnum, is assigning the plus (+) symbol. The reparandum is attached to a node with the label EDITED (comparable to our FRAG node). Removing this EDITED node, which includes all material from the start of the reparandum up to the interruption point, results in recovering a well-formed version of the utterance.

Our final representation (Figure 6) allows us to consider reparandum and repair as a functional unit and to conduct corpus searches for filled pauses inside of specific constituents, e.g. comparing the occurrences of filled pauses inside NPs to ones on the sentence level. The annotation in Switchboard also explicitly encodes the end of the repair, which our annotation does not. We agree that it would be desirable to have this information but, considering the additional effort for manual annotation, refrain from doing so. Unlike Switchboard, we also annotate unfilled pauses in the corpus, differentiating between short pauses (<1sec), medium pauses (1−3sec) and long pauses (>3sec). Our annotation enables the user to identify and discard the fragments and recover only the well-formed part of the utterance, if need be.

Repetitions of (sequences of) words without a self-repair also occur frequently in spoken language data. The repeated material can occur at any position in the utterance and, like the self-repair, also inserts extra material which causes problems for syntactic analysis.

The treatment of repetitions in the Switchboard corpus is illustrated in Figure 8 and looks similar to the treatment of self-corrections. The repeated material is attached to the EDITED node, as is the interruption point. The square brackets mark begin and end of the repetition, and through the deletion of the EDITED node the utterance can be transformed into a well-formed sentence.
The syntactic representation of repetitions in the Kiezdeutsch corpus (Figure 9) is again a slimmed-down version of the one in the Switchboard corpus. Again, we neither mark the start or end of the repetition nor the interruption point, but follow the Switchboard annotations in attaching the extra material to a special node (FRAG) to mark it as non-canonical and to allow the user to recover the well-formed utterance. The function label in KidKo encodes the information that this is duplicate material (DUP).

In contrast to our analysis, repetitions in the Verbmobil corpus are not attached to the same constituent as the duplicate material, but are rather treated as an independent unit. Figure 10 shows an example. Here, the repetition at the start of the utterance (Ich habe) is attached to an extra sentence node (SIMPX). The sentence is neither recognisable as a false start (which is also a plausible interpretation), nor is it marked as a repetition of the material in the following utterance. There is no observable relation between the two sequences, disregarding that they are, in fact, closely related.

In conclusion, we strongly argue for including disfluencies (which are often, but not exclusively caused by self-repairs) in the corpus, even if this will result in more manual effort for correcting automatically predicted POS tags during preprocessing. The negative impact of repetitions on the accuracy of automatic POS tagging was the main reason for the BNC (Burnard, 2007) to discard them from the spoken part of the corpus. We address the problem by inserting an additional annotation layer where we manually mark all utterances with self-corrections during transcription, which will allow us to identify and efficiently handle them during the POS tagging step.

6. Conclusion
In the paper we discussed major issues for the design of a syntactically annotated corpus of spoken language. We highlighted the importance of standardisation and interoperability, which we accomodate by using and expanding an existing annotation scheme developed for standard written language.

To accomodate conflicting needs and research interests, we propose an encoding of disfluencies and other phenomena of spoken language which allows users to either include or exclude these pieces of information, depending on their needs and research question. We argue for a theory-neutral, data-driven approach to linguistic annotation which describes spoken language phenomena at the surface level and which will allow researchers to build and test linguistic theories on real-world data.
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Abstract
This paper presents our initial step towards identifying and mapping functions (of utterances/turns) and actions (a series of connected actions managed over the course of a sequence of turns) inherent in authentic spoken language data using a simple and flexible tagging system in R. Our ultimate goal is to capture the patterns of dynamic practices through which interactants produce and understand talk-in-interaction both qualitatively and quantitatively. The procedure involves annotating the transcripts with tags that blends elements of CA (conversation analysis) and DA (discourse analysis), which we can then analyse quantitatively. The paper addresses the challenge of developing and annotating a CA and DA integrated tagging system and demonstrates graphical representation of a quantitative analysis that can be derived from it.

Keywords: conversation analysis, discourse analysis, R, turn-taking

1. Introduction
This paper presents our initial attempt at mapping functions (of utterances/turns (Crookes, 1990)) and actions (a series of connected actions managed over the course of a sequence of turns) inherent in authentic spoken language data using a simple and flexible tagging system in R (R Development Core Team, 2011). Our ultimate goal is to capture the patterns of dynamic practices through which interactants produce and understand talk-in-interaction both qualitatively and quantitatively. We carry this out by annotating the transcripts with tags that blends elements of CA (conversation analysis) and DA (discourse analysis), which we can then analyse quantitatively.

While DA allows the use of priori categories as analytical resources, this is explicitly rejected in CA methodology, which has led to the assumption that the two are irreconcilable, though CA findings have been used as the basis for subsequent quantitative analysis (e.g. Mangione-Smith, Stivers, Elliott, McDonald and Heritage, 2003). We seek a closer integration of the two, using a CA analysis of sequences of talk to reveal aspects of participant design which would remain hidden in a DA approach, then identifying discourse patterns within these which can be mapped, using DA, across large data sets in order to reveal ways in which relevant features of talk play out in different interactional contexts. This paper focuses on issues of representation in the quantitative dimension of our work, focusing specifically on turn-taking.

2. The challenge of CA/DA synthesis
The overarching aim of this project is to combine the analytic penetration of CA with the potential applications of DA to large databases of spoken interaction. In this section we identify the challenges which this presents and the ways in which we intend to address these.

Although DA embraces a much wider analytical spectrum than CA, their very different conceptual foundations make procedural synthesis inherently problematic. While ethnography and CA have been widely accepted as complementary approaches (e.g. Miller and Fox, 2004), as have ethnography and DA (e.g. Sarangi and Roberts, 2005) and, more broadly, ethnography and linguistics (Rampton, Tusting, Maybin, Barwell, Creese and Lytra, 2004), the differences between CA and DA, at least in the form that we draw on this project, were exposed in debates that began over a quarter of a century ago (e.g. Levinson, 1983; Schegloff, 2005; Van Rees, 1992). Since then each has followed its own lines of development, CA developing in applied areas and connecting with Membership Categorisation Analysis, DA engaging with contextual aspects to the point where researchers would now claim that ‘at its heart DA remains an ethnographically grounded study of language in action’ (Sarangi and Roberts, 2005, p. 639).

To our knowledge, no attempt has been made to bring them together as part of the same analytic enterprise and our attempt to do so draws on forms of DA which are susceptible to coding and quantitative analysis.

The reason for this is clear from the following comment on quantitative studies from a CA perspective (Heritage, 1995, p. 406):

Quantitative studies have not, so far, matched the kinds of compelling evidence for the features and uses of conversation practices that have emerged from ‘case by case’ analysis of singular exhibits of interactional conduct. It does not, at the present time, appear likely that they will do so in the future. For quantitative studies inexorably draw the analyst into an ‘external’ view of the data of interaction, draining away the conduct-evidenced local intelligibility of particular situated actions which is the ultimate source of security that the object under investigation is not a theoretical or statistical artefact.
The ‘externality’ of DA arises from its willingness to identify specific features of talk (classically, particular speech acts) and apply these as what CA would see as a priori categories. The advantage of such an approach is that it allows the sort of coding that makes extensive data sets accessible to the analyst; the disadvantage is that it does so at the expense of failing to capture aspects of the construction of the talk, with the result that it may all too easily miss what is actually getting done through the talk.

It is this focus on action that characterises CA and explains its insistence on the importance of the sequential unfolding of interaction. Schegloff (1991, p. 46) captures this essential relationship well:

...the target of its [CA's] inquiries stands where talk amounts to action, where action projects consequences in a structure and texture of interaction which the talk is itself progressively embodying and realizing, and where the particulars of the talk inform what actions are being done and what sort of social scene in being constituted.

The advantages of this approach is that it enables the analyst to understand what is being achieved through the talk in a way that is not open to the discourse analyst using coding to analyse large data sets; the disadvantage is the demands it places on the analyst in terms of time and resources. The transcription system itself demands close attention to minutiae of delivery and the process of collecting data is often a slow and painstaking process, which might be described in terms of ‘tracking the biography of the phenomenon’s emergence’ (Jefferson, 1983, p. 4) or ‘having accumulated a batch of fragments’ (ibid p. 16).

Our basis for bringing these apparently incommensurate approaches together lies in finding a way of applying CA in order to identify an ‘action’, then using DA in the form of a coding system based on pragmatic features to identify patterns across stretches of talk that identify this action, then applying CA to the instances thus identified in order to check the accuracy of the specified pattern. While no CA practitioner would accept this as a legitimate analysis itself, since it will always be possible that other things are being accomplished through the talk, it does allow specific actions to be identified and thereby makes it possible to develop increasingly rich pictures of how particular actions are distributed through the talk. What follows focuses on the tools that can be used to maximise the benefits derivable from an action-based analysis.

3. Data

The data used for this project are drawn from audio recorded interdisciplinary scientific research project meetings ranging from large collaborative funded projects with at least 6 participants in each meeting to interdisciplinary PhD supervision meetings consisting of two supervisors and a student. The disciplines represented in these meetings consist of mathematics, statistics, biology and bioinformatics. The data have been collected since March 2011, producing about 120 hours of audio recordings to date as part of a collection that will continue to grow as we follow a number of research projects to completion. What we are presenting here is based on only small part of the data that have been transcribed (amounting to 20 hours to date).

It is also necessary to emphasise that this represents an early stage in the project. Development is currently focused on an action in which the speaker introduces a question and then follows this with a series of turns leading to a suggestion. What makes this a particularly attractive starting point for our analysis is that the sequence is marked by turns with so in the turn-initial position (‘so-clusters’), which are easily identifiable in the data. Extract 1 provides an example this action (all names are pseudonyms):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extract 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 ALF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 ROY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 ALF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 really the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 ROY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 criteria just I applied some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 (xxx) two or three (xxx) also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 my eye each if I believe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 ALF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 GARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 ROY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 less strict (xxx) fifty (xxx).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 ALF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 are thought to be affected by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 the wash if we did the whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 mock wash micro array data it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 would allow us to identify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 twenty genes that are affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 by pulse so we don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 whether that’s relevant it’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 worth its worth finding out (4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of interdisciplinary talk, once the analysis is complete it will be interesting to see how this action is distributed in the data. If, for example, quantitative analysis reveals that such exchanges are inter-disciplinary (as opposed to intra-disciplinary), this would provide prima facie evidence of genuine interdisciplinary exchanges. It would also enable us to collect examples of this across different data sets in order to understand more about how such sequences work towards the building of shared understanding and action.

At this stage we are working with basic transcriptions of the sort illustrated above and limiting more delicate transcription to examples of the relevant action, though the differences between these can be considerable, as a comparison of Extract 2 with its ‘equivalent’ in lines 05 and 06 in Extract 1 demonstrates:
4. Tags

4.1. Description of tags

In order to carry out a quantitative analysis, we annotate the transcript by using a simple tagging system in which turns are ‘tagged’ manually in order to capture any information of interest. We are in the process of developing a blended CA-DA tagging system that captures the pragmatic functions of each turn and sequences of turns, which, following Van Dijk (1981), we label episodes. At the level of each turn, each tag displays primary and secondary pragmatic functions of each turn. For example a tag ‘agr-qual’ describes agreement followed by a qualification (e.g., A: ‘we should do X.’ B: ‘Yes, but we need to limit the number.’);

Extract 3

Paul: yeah maybe what you really need is error bars. /agr-sugg, ep3/
Mary: erm yeah haven’t worked out how to do that percentage of input but if I repeat them as well then I can start easily putting error bars on. /agr-qual, ep3/

Mary’s response to Paul is an agreement but she says that she hasn’t yet worked out how to do it, thus qualifying her agreement.

At the level of episode, each turn within one episode is tagged (as ‘ep3’ in the above example). This is to capture patterns of turn sequences that exhibit topic changes over the course of conversation. Each episode is defined in terms of one topic or issue that may be initiated by a question that ends with an answer or a solution that is agreed by the interactants.

These tags are comma-separated and can be of any number; the property they define is identified by their position. Thus, if one is interested in topic-switching and pragmatic function of each turn, two tags are used, as in Extract 3.

Figure 1: Timeline of so

Using this information, we can then apply a number of statistical techniques available in R to analyse the data. In order to more easily browse the data and identify patterns, we generated html files to represent the transcript. The text itself is not shown (but can be displayed with one click), only the value of the tag and whether so has been used. As shown in figure 1, each turn is colour-coded by the episode it belongs to, making it easy to spot topic-switching, for example if a topic is abandoned for a short period of time, only to be returned to at a later stage.

This approach does not impose any limitation to the user and can suit a broad range of analyses.

4.2. Tagging process

The functions and actions are annotated manually by first identifying episodes of topics. Then each turn of the speaker is tagged by its pragmatic function. So the tag for each turn is pragmatically linked with the preceding turn, representing a pragmatic token of talk-in-interaction. Any attempt to code data must face problems arising from the context and situation sensitivity of each turn, making possible alternative interpretations (taking an example from Extract 3, as Drummond and Hopper (1993) have shown, yeah cannot simply be treated as indicating agreement), so the process of designing an adequate coding system is a long and complex one, balancing analytical utility with interpretive adequacy. For this reason it has to be carried out manually and consequently it is a time consuming process, as capturing pragmatic function of each turn is not the same as annotating parts of speech or syntactic components of utterances. Currently, we are filtering through the initial set of tags that we have created and are developing systematic tagsets that will enable us to capture interactional dynamics. When we have arrived at a workable set of descriptors for relevant categories, these will be tested using different raters and inter-rater reliability measures. However, the success of the system will ultimately be determined by whether specific patterns can be used to predict the presence of particular actions confirmed by CA procedures.

5. Computational approach

We have developed a simple R script that automatically parses a tagged transcript file to a data frame (the equivalent of a spreadsheet in Excel). R is free and open-source software which offers a gamut of statistical tests and procedures. The resulting data frame has a number of columns that include the speech part itself, the speaker, the line number and any tags of interest to the user (see Figure 1). For our initial analysis, we focused on the turn-initial so and its function within the episode.
6. Data analysis

Each turn is annotated by one of the following types of tags: agr(eement), expl(anation), sugg(estion), sum(mary), q(uestion), ch(eking), disagr(eement), recap(itulation), ups(hot), com(ment). These are not the exhaustive list of tags that we are developing but here we present our analysis using these tags only.

![Figure 2: Speaker interaction](image)

This figure, generated with Cytoscape (Smoot, Ono, Ruscheinski, Wang and Ideker, 2011), presents a graphic summary of the interactions between speakers. The thickness of the edges conveys the number of occurrences of the pair (speaker 1, speaker 2). This representation can be understood as a probabilistic model of the meeting: starting from one speaker, the next speaker is chosen according to the observed frequency of turn-taking from that speaker. The figure reveals immediately that the meeting is dominated by four persons, Anne, Carl, Kate and Mary, but it is also interesting to note that exchanges between all the participants are symmetrical. Had fewer of Kate’s turns, for example, followed those of Mary, the arrowed edge from Mary to Kate would have been thinner than that from Kate to Mary. Representations of this sort allow the analyst to identify features of potential interest in the talk, some clear (e.g. whether, for example, participants from a particular discipline are dominating the talk or the meeting shows evidence of cross-disciplinary exchanges), others suggestive (e.g. in the case of unequal edges, asymmetries in the relevant relationship).

It is also possible to complement this speaker network by developing a representation that captures the nature of the responses made to the prior turn. Figure 3 below provides information about the nature of the speaker’s utterance, given by its tag. For each edge ‘speaker 1 to speaker 2’ in the network, a corresponding bar in the figure shows the tags that were used by speaker 2 in that turn-taking occurrence. For example, we know from the network (figure 2) that Carl’s turns frequently follow those of Anne. The wheel below then allows us to see at a glance that in those cases roughly 10% of the responses were agreements and a further 30% were comments, while disagreement was very rare.

![Figure 3: Speaker-Tag distribution](image)

Having a consistent and instantly accessible way of representing the interactions between participants will enable us to compare different meetings and see, for example, if any pattern emerges from a status, gender and discipline angle. A probabilistic approach will allow us to systematise and quantify those comparisons.

For a more general picture of relationships between pragmatic functions, it is possible to generate a graph based on counting the annotations for each turn in order to visualise the frequency with which a comment follows a question for example. This is shown in matrix form figure 4.

![Figure 4: Tag pattern](image)

Here we can see that a comment is most often followed by...
another comment (165 counts) or less often by an agreement (69 counts). In fact, comments and agreement constitute the bulk of the interactions. Predictably, questions are mostly followed by explanations (49), more rarely by an agreement or another question. Where they do not follow questions, explanations are most likely to follow either comments (24) or agreements (27). While this representation, like that in figure 2, provides the analyst with a valuable overview of patterns within the talk, it also has the potential to be adapted at a later stage in the project so that pragmatic features can be replaced by and/or related to actions within the data set.

7. Conclusion

The approach presented here is the initial step towards identifying and mapping interactional patterns incorporating different theoretical approaches. The proposed tagging system is simple and flexible enough to add as many specific tags as necessary in order to enable us to capture the interactional patterns that underlie common set of methods or procedures that interactants employ in establishing a mutual understanding of what is getting done through their talk. While we would argue that the system is valuable in itself as a means of raising questions about, and generating insights into, the nature of the interactions taking place, it will not fully come into its own until we are able to move from the representation of individual pragmatic features to the capture of the actions of individuals participating in the talk.
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Abstract
The paper introduces a comprehensive speech corpora framework for linguistic purposes developed at the Department of Phonetics, Saint Petersburg State University. It was designed especially for phoneticians, providing them access to speech corpora and convenient tools for speech data selection and analysis. The framework consists of three major parts: speech data, linguistic annotation and software tools for processing and automatic annotation of speech data. The framework was designed for the Russian language. The paper presents the underlying ideas of framework development and describes its architecture.
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1. Introduction

Most of the large speech corpora used in speech technology are intended for automatic collection and processing of statistical data and not for linguistic analysis of the speech data. For these purposes, it is enough to have sound recordings and their orthographic transcription or a simple phonetic transcription.

A linguist, however, often uses the corpus to test her/his hypothesis, to explain errors of automatic speech processing. The interrelationship between different levels of the language system and the way it shows up through corresponding sound patterns are of particular interest.

Obviously the corpus should contain high quality annotated speech data that provides researchers with a wide range of linguistic information. Good example of such a resource is the corpora developed for Dutch (Grønnum, 2009).

Some data processing results could be so essential or useful that it may turn out to be desirable to add them to the corpus as new annotation data for further use. Thus, the corpus annotation scheme should be scalable to enable adding new annotations to the speech data.

When studying a specific linguistic or speech phenomenon, a user would like to deal only with the parts of the corpus that have something to do with the subject of her/his research and not the whole content. To make this possible, the speech corpus needs to be accompanied with software enabling customizable search and extraction the segments with specific annotation by the given criteria.

The framework developed at the Department of Phonetics, Saint Petersburg State University consists of three major parts: speech data, linguistic annotation and software tools for processing and automatic annotation of speech data as well as for a complex search of relevant speech data using multiple search criteria. At present, two corpora of fully annotated Russian speech are used within this framework. The first one was used a material for cross-linguistic phonetic study of spontaneous speech (Bondarko, 2009). The second is used for a study of read-aloud speech (Skrelin et al., 2010). The paper presents the underlying ideas of framework development and describes its architecture.

2. General Architecture

The framework consists of three major modules. The first is speech data. The second and the most essential one is speech annotation: segmentation information and data labeling. The third one is a set of built-in tools for speech processing, basic feature extraction, statistical processing and extending corpus with linguistic and automatically generated annotation, for searching within a corpus for specific data and extracting slices of these data.

2.1. Annotation Scheme

The annotation captures the maximum amount of phonetically and prosodically relevant information. Our primary objective to ensure that the annotation of the corpus covers a wide range of information that may be of interest to those involved in most areas of linguistic research and phonetics in particular. For example, the linguistic goal is to determine spectral characteristics of [u] pronounced by a female speaker with a high pitch on a prosodic rise consistent with question intonation patterns. When selecting experimental data for this task, it is necessary to take into account various levels of annotation: 1) the canonical phonetic transcription, 2) the manual phonetic transcription, 3) the word level and the position of stressed syllable as vowel quality in Russian depends on its place relative to word stress and may be the reason behind the discrepancy between phonemic and phonetic transcription, 4) intonation transcription level with the type of tone group and position of head, where the maximum rise may be expected, 5) fundamental frequency level that allows to generate a melodic curve and thus determine the parameters of the melodic rise.

There are two kinds of annotation. The first one is segmentation, i.e. information about boundaries between segmental units and their transcription labels. There are 8 main levels of segmentation, which are arranged in hierarchical order (see figure 1):

1. pitch marks;
2. manual phonetic events;
3. manual phonetic transcription (this reflects the sounds actually pronounced by the speakers);
4. rule-based phonetic transcription (this level is automatically generated by a text transcriber);
5. morphemes;
6. orthographic words;
7. prosodic units and pauses;
8. utterances.

There could be two types of manual phonetic transcription: based on acoustic analysis and based on perceptual analysis. Our experience shows that these two differ from each other. Orthographic and prosodic transcription labels, phonetic transcription labels of word-initial allophones, and fundamental frequency labels in case of voiced signal are automatically aligned with each other.

The other kind of annotation is a set of attributes of segmental units, i.e. words could be attributed as perceptually prominent words and also have other attributes showing part of speech and grammatical information.

There are two interconvertible formats we use for storing annotation. The first one is text format similar to TextGrids for Praat. The difference is that every annotation level is stored in separate text file. The other is XML format, where the annotation is stored as a hierarchical tree structure in one XML document (Tananayko et al., 2011).

Clear and unified format of files with annotation data enables use of external software for data processing and analysis. Besides, we provide tools for exporting annotation to TextGrid files for further processing with the help of Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2012).

The annotation that could be done automatically we did by means of automatic procedures. We use manual expert annotation for two types of transcriptions: phonetic and prosodic. All the other types of transcription are done by automatic tools with a small amount of further manual correction. Experts could make mistakes, thus manual annotation is automatically validated by the help of automatic tools. Every manual annotation is processed by specially designed automatic validators before being added into annotation scheme. This procedure prevents some human mistakes and increases overall annotation quality. Validator mainly check if there are misplaced segmentation marks. The wrongly named labels are hard to validate automatically. Sometimes the expert annotator responds to the communicative function of the speech unit and neglects objective acoustic information. In this situation a qualified phonetician acts as a native speaker (listener) and even scrupulous verification does not help.

Recently we used a ASR system to recognize sounds in the corpus. The result of automatic identification was different from expert’s manual transcription in about 20% of cases. Further analysis showed that in some cases automatic identification was correct. An annotator was guided by phonological perception of a sound but not by its actual quality.

2.2. Built-in Tools for Data Processing

There are three types of built-in tools within the framework. First, tools for automatic data processing, feature extraction and analysis. Second, tools for intelligent data search and extraction. Third, tools for automatic segmentation and addition of new information to annotation.

2.2.1. Tools for automatic data processing and analysis

There is a set of command line tools written in Perl for annotation data processing and analysis tasks including:

- extraction of the essential segmental unit features, e.g. duration, amplitude, melody, and timing;
- statistical calculations concerning duration, amplitude and timing of segmental unit parameters;
- statistical calculations concerning realization of various segmental units and paralinguistic events within a given context;
- comparative analysis of various speakers, styles of speech and discourse, various contexts and colloca-

Figure 1: Annotation Scheme.
2.2.2. Tools for automatic extension of annotation

Automatic processing results could be incorporated into the framework both as additional attribute information of the corresponding segmental units and as new segmentation level. The flexible and scalable structure of the annotation framework allows to extend a corpus with additional annotation data which is a result of data processing and analysis. New annotation data could be processed further together with the original one in more complex cases.

For instance, the system has a tool for calculating the average duration of a specific phoneme within the selected part of the corpus. Therefore, it is very easy to determine the length of each sound relative to this average duration. A phonetician studying pre-boundary lengthening or prominence features needs to know relative sound durations in a given speech sample. Storing this attribute after it has been calculated and adding to the annotation allows accessing this information without processing the whole corpus all over again, on the one hand, and on the other hand, it makes it possible to see the duration values when manually going through the sample in Praat, for example, as it will show up as one of the annotation levels (grids).

This was the reasoning behind the option of adding new data to the annotation. If the data are features of the already existing segments, they are added as attributes. If the data introduces a new kind of segments, this information is added as a new segmentation level into appropriate place in the hierarchy of linguistic annotation levels.

2.2.3. Tools for speech data search and extraction

A corpus user often deals with the situation when s/he needs not all the data but some very specific data relevant to her/his research. For example, a phonetician studying the reasons behind prosodic prominence of specific words needs to analyze only the utterances with such prominent words. Going through the whole corpus contents in search of such samples would be inefficient, considering that only about 5% of utterances contain prominent words.

That could be a big problem especially if s/he has no programming skills. We have solved this problem by introducing a tool for search and extraction of the segmental units specified by long context within the same segmentation level (up to five consecutive units) and specified by a context of units of the higher segmentation levels. We have command-line Perl written tools for data search and extraction. Meanwhile we are working on a tool with graphical interface for convenient data search.

That is easy if the results are for further automatic processing. But it is very important to give flexible interface in case of manual expert analysis. An expert should have a possibility to choose a data scale of the output (e.g. phoneme, morpheme, word, tone unit) and a length of the context. A linguist studying the strategy used for the selection of introductory phrases during discourse needs to take the context into account, if not that of the whole discourse then at least that of several speech acts. At the same time, a phonetician interested in the acoustic qualities of introductory phrases would be content with taking into account only a couple of neighboring words. For this reason, we have included the tools that enable to determine the length of relevant context during the search for the segments of interest.

3. Applications of the Proposed Speech Corpora Framework

Current scientific and research tasks that use our framework include:

- phonetic research concerning acoustic and perceptual variability of speech sounds depending on events at different language levels;
- research of intra-speaker variability;
- comparative linguistic research of different styles of speech and discourse;
• comparative linguistic research of strategies of reading and speaking the same texts by different speakers.
• research of prosodic realization variability of expressing syntactic structures and semantic concepts;
• comparative research of the cues for detecting expressive and emotional speech;
• research of morphonological variability.

Recently we applied this framework for the task of automatic prosodic modeling of utterance and its prosodic type identification (Skrelin and Kocharov, 2009). To solve that task we used all available information in the corpus excluding the canonical phonetic transcription. We automatically processed the speech and annotation data thus obtaining various melodic features. Features essential for our analysis were added to the original annotation scheme (see figure 2):

- smoothed and interpolated fundamental frequency values (level 8);
- extreme values of fundamental frequency (level 9);
- boundaries of melodic movements (level 11);
- main melodic movements within the utterance corresponding to the largest drop, the largest rise, the movement reaching the global minimum, the movement reaching the global maximum (level 10).

This year we launched a project on creation the articulatory data corpus of the Russian speech. The speech data will include speech signal and articulatory data expressed by both EMA and video data. The scalable framework allows using multimedia data as the annotation is following the general ideas described above. We are able to combine annotation of different media in one annotation scheme.

4. Conclusion

The comprehensive framework for linguistic research is presented in the paper. The major features of the framework are as follows. The annotation is strictly hierarchical, scalable and allows the assignment of any number of annotation attributes to segmental units. This makes it possible to easily extend the speech corpus by the individual automatically produced annotation. There is a possibility of complex search and extraction of precise relevant slices of speech data. The output of processing result is linguistically sensible and could be individually set up in different cases.

The speech corpora framework is successfully used for many various linguistic tasks including those concerning simultaneous processing of different levels of language.
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Abstract

This document presents ongoing work related to spoken language data within a project that aims to establish a common and unified infrastructure for the sustainable provision of linguistic primary research data at the Institut für Deutsche Sprache (IDS). In furthermore of its mission to “document the German language as it is currently used”, the project expects to enable the research community to access a broad empirical base of working material via a single platform. While the goal is to eventually cover all linguistically relevant digital resources of the IDS, including lexicographic information systems such as the IDS German Vocabulary Portal, OWID, written language corpora such as the IDS German Reference Corpus, DeReKo, and spoken language corpora such as the IDS German Speech Corpus for Research and Teaching, FOLK, the work presented here predominantly focuses on the latter type of data, i.e. speech corpora. Within this context, the present document pictures the project’s contributions to the development of standards and best practice guidelines concerning data storage, process documentation and legal issues for the sustainable preservation and long-term accessibility of primary linguistic research data.
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1. Introduction

This document presents ongoing work related to spoken language data within the project called Zentrum für germanistische Forschungsprimärdaten (Center for Primary Research Data in German Linguistics), funded by Germany’s largest funding organization, the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) and based at Germany’s principal research facility in modern German linguistics, the Institut für Deutsche Sprache (IDS, German Language Research Institute), in Mannheim, Germany.

In furthermore of IDS’s mission to “document the German language as it is currently used”, this project aims to establish a common and unified infrastructure for the sustainable provision of germane primary research data, thus to enable the research community to access a broad empirical base of working material via a single platform. While the goal is to eventually cover all linguistically relevant digital resources, including lexicographic information systems such as the IDS German Vocabulary Portal, OWID, written language corpora such as the IDS German Reference Corpus, DeReKo, and spoken language corpora such as the IDS German Speech Corpus for Research and Teaching, FOLK, the work presented here predominantly focuses on the latter type of data, i.e. speech corpora. Within this context, the present document pictures the project’s contributions to the development of standards and best practice guidelines concerning data storage, process documentation and legal issues for the sustainable preservation and long-term accessibility of primary linguistic research data.

2. Spoken Language Data at the IDS

IDS maintains a variety of spoken language data resources, painstakingly collected, processed, archived and published by the Department of Pragmatics over the last few decades. Concomitantly, IDS has developed and continuously refined strategies and techniques both to optimize, facilitate the work on the data involved and to ensure appropriate and sustaining access to these resources, resulting in high proficiency in storage matters, documentation tasks and legal issues. Today, separate projects carry out different tasks of this elaborated workflow. Generally speaking, the project Archiv für Gesprochenes Deutsch (AGD, German Spoken Language Archive) is the first point of contact when it comes to general processing and principal archiving of corpora and all kinds of files related to them. It is also responsible for rendering them serviceable enabling the Datenbank für Gesprochenes Deutsch (DGD, German Spoken Language Database) to provide access to selected parts of the archive through an interactive web-based interface (cf. Fiehler and Wagener, 2005).

2.1 The archive project AGD

The AGD maintains a constantly growing portfolio of German speech data, currently comprising 44 corpora containing approx. 6,000,000 tokens and 6,000 hours of audio recordings. They include collections of numerous German dialects, colloquial and standard language and different types of conversations, which were acquired and processed by various internal and external research projects. To this end, the ADG continually accepts data from institutions, external donor projects and individual researchers who conduct language surveys or otherwise contribute spoken language data.
2.2 The database project DGD

A part of the data managed by the AGD is accessible through an interactive web-based interface maintained by the DGD. The provided content consists of manifold data collections such as recordings, documentations or aligned transcriptions. However, the corpus data accessible through DGD are limited and restricted due to their original user agreements, mostly due to the privacy rights of individuals in the recordings.

In the course of recent modernization efforts a new DGD release as German National Speech Corpus is scheduled for 2012 (cf. Deppermann and Hartung, 2011) and will be accompanied by a significant increase of accessible data, among others as part of the FOLK corpus which is included in the set of corpora available via the DGD interface.

2.3 The FOLK corpus

The Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus Gesprochenes Deutsch (FOLK, German Speech Corpus for Research and Teaching; cf. Deppermann and Hartung, 2011) strives to document the German language as it is spoken today by giving insight into the reality of social communication in present-day Germany and other German-speaking regions, on the basis of a wide-ranged yet balanced collection of speech data from different areas of social life such as work, leisure, education and media. As a reference corpus for the spoken language, it aims to render the recurrent process of data acquisition in many linguistic and discourse analysis research projects unnecessary, and to provide illustrative examples of today's spoken German for academic education and language teaching performances. Hence, FOLK seeks to discover new opportunities in the fields of research and teaching.

The available resources comprise not merely the recordings but also their respective textual transcriptions as well as fine-grained alignments between transcriptions and their recording. These additional resources are created with the transcription editor FOLKER (cf. Schmidt and Schütte, 2010) following the GAT 2 transcription conventions (cf. Selting et al., 2009) that specify a modified orthography providing a blend of both pronunciation resemblance and proper (retrievable) spelling, along with rules for typical conversational phenomena such as pauses, breathing, coughing, laughing, etc. and the handling of uncertain or incomprehensible passages. Extensive metadata is also available for all resources, including the conversational circumstances and socio-demographic data on the speakers.

3. Long-Term Archiving and Best Practice

The main goal of this project is the establishment of a common and unified infrastructure for the sustainable provision of primary research data at IDS. In order to achieve this, many obstacles on different levels have to be overcome. This section of the document addresses these levels individually discussing their challenges and sketches the project’s current progress in developing a solution which, since the project has just launched in December 2011, is often merely an outline albeit always with a clear line of approach. It should be noted that, although the solutions given here are narrowed down to spoken language resources, in particular to those introduced in the preceding section, however, the issues themselves in general hold equally for other kinds of language resources and presumably for other sustainability-oriented infrastructures as well.

The ground strategy for installing a long-term archiving environment is fourfold:

• Workflow models need to be developed that define concrete practical measures on how to prepare and preprocess resources archived in a “living” storage solution like the AGD, in order to appropriately channel them into the archives of a long-term storage solution like the one to be developed by this project. This particularly involves much-debated issues on the definition of adequate comprehensive and stable formats (cf. Witt, 1998; Rehm et al., 2010; Schmidt, 2011).

• Various strategies regarding the archive’s accessibility must be developed, among others to guarantee that legal usage regulations are met which is a pervasive concern to speech corpora (as recordings usually raise privacy issues) and to tackle the findability problem which primary research data collections commonly used to face. The latter is closely associated with a standardized, consistent and reliable referencing system for resources.

• In order to sustain the environment’s longevity, one must ensure that the technical systems are continuously adapted to ongoing developments and that the devised workflows become firmly established. As for the latter, intensive contact with users applying these guidelines in their own environments and feeding their experiences back to the community immediately supports the long-term effort to streamline best-practice procedures.

The following sections will expand upon the aforementioned points covering the development of best-practice guidelines.

3.1 Standards for Primary Data

As long-term archives comprise more than just their underlying repository, by committing primary research data to such an environment, users expect additional
features such as searching the data, referencing the findings, defining and accessing subsets of them or means for discovering unknown data, alongside their albeit permanent, reliable and secure but plain storage. Yet, the ability of an archive to fully support such features heavily depends on the interpretability of the data committed.

This project therefore encourages the utilization of standard data types and formats in the process of acquisition or preparation of the primary data by developing and defining a list of low-level but obligatory requirements to be met when committing data to the archive. Figuratively speaking, this can be understood as an admission ticket certifying the archivability of a resource.

3.2 Standards for Metadata

In principle, the requirement for standards for primary data holds equally for metadata, except that the range of reasonable metadata, especially in rich-metadata environments as with spoken language recordings, is entirely too broad, in order to have a comprehensive yet expedient cover of standards for it. As a consequence, a sufficiently dynamic metadata schema with a small fixed core set of obligatory items is the preferred approach. The Component Metadata Infrastructure CMDI offers possibilities to implement such a dynamic schema (cf. Broeder et al., 2011).

The aim of the project here is to define such a minimal core set of descriptors that have pan-corpus relevance along with their sets of corresponding possible values. This is important in order to render the metadata harvestable and thus the resource searchable. This is supported by the fact that the CMDI specifications fully comply with the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH).

3.3 Identifying Resources

In 2011, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) adopted an international standard for persistent reference to electronic language resources (ISO 24619) prepared by their Technical Committee TC37 (Terminology and other language and content resources), Subcommittee SC4 (Language resource management). It introduces a method to uniquely and persistently identify language resources by issuing persistent identifiers (PI) that can be assigned (once) to single resources rendering them referenceable (cf. Broeder et al., 2007).

This functionality is indispensable in the context of long-term archiving as the preservation of primary research data and their consequent availability necessitate their permanent referenceability and retrievability. Therefore, this project will apply the standard to all data committed to the archive. By doing so, it will have to implement a resolver as part of the repository to properly handle the translation to the location where a resource is actually stored.

3.4 Citing Resources

Another aim in the field of standard procedures for bibliographically cataloguing resources is the introduction of metadata covering the linking between primary data and the publications citing them. It is important for researchers to get acknowledged for compiling primary data, because publications are often the only impact factors. Moreover, it can be useful to find out what research has been conducted on a specific resource. On the other hand, in publications, the information about an empirical base is often given in a very informal way, occasionally encoded within the text. Making this information more explicit is therefore highly desirable.

This project recently entered into cooperation with the project called Integration von Forschungsdaten und Literatur in den Sozialwissenschaften (InFoLiS, Integrating Research Data and Literature in the Social Sciences), a fellow project that is based at Germany’s largest infrastructure institution for the Social Sciences, GESIS, and aims to automatically detect and cross-link publications.

3.5 Technical awareness

The software system that conceptually underlies such a repository must be considered very carefully, as its sufficiently modular architecture is crucial to achieve technical sustainability. In particular, the encapsulation of storage-related matters from internal business logics and, in turn, from front-end applications prepares for incessant adjustments that inevitably come with technical progress over time.

This project has evaluated some available open-source repository systems that (sometimes in combination and to their respective degree) meet the aforementioned requirements. Fully stand-alone developments include OPUS4¹ (licensed under the GNU GPL) and DSpace² (shared under a BSD license), whereas systems based on Fedora Commons³ (licensed under a Creative Commons License) include eSciDoc⁴ (distributed under the CDDL) and the interaction of the content management platform Drupal⁵ with the digital asset management system Islandora⁶ (both licensed under the GNU GPL). At this stage, this project favours the latter solution.

3.6 Community awareness

DFG has acknowledged that long-term preservation of primary research data is necessary and important, and is funding a multidisciplinary list of various projects that are engaged in this direction. However, as solutions are being developed, two opposing implementation principles

¹ [http://www.kobv.de/opus4]
² [http://www.dspace.org/]
³ [http://www.fedora-commons.org/]
⁴ [http://www.escidoc.org/]
⁵ [http://www.drupal.org/]
⁶ [http://www.islandora.ca/]
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emerge: in situ repositories primarily processing subject-specific data with highly specialized applications in their respective fields on the one hand, and fairly interdisciplinary, usually centralized repositories with a focus on catholicity and general interoperability on the other hand.

This project attempts to effect a compromise by implementing a technically centralized storage solution with leaving the control over the data (like structuring, documentation, accessing policies, etc.) as far as possible to the data providers. Also, the repository specializes on linguistic research data to its most general extent, as one goal of the project is to eventually cover all linguistically relevant IDS-internal digital resources, including lexicographic information systems, written language and spoken language corpora alike. To this end, the project has also entered into cooperation with some external partners like the Hamburger Zentrum für Sprachkorpora (HZSK, Hamburg Center for Speech Corpora), based at the University of Hamburg, Germany, and the Institut für Deutsche Sprache und Linguistik (German Language and Linguistics Research Institute), based at the Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany.

4. Perspective

While proximate development clearly focuses on means to allow for linguistic resources other than speech-related data to be included in the preservation process, in the long term the project is contemplating opening up the platform for third-party participation by providing some kind of upload mechanism in order to enable external partners to have their non-IDS data preserved.
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Abstract

This paper presents and discusses the global corpus data model in WikiSpeech for linguistic and phonetic data used at the BAS. The data model is implemented using a relational database system. Two case studies illustrate how the database is used. In the first case study, audio recordings performed via the web in Scotland are accessed to carry out formant analyses of Scottish English vowels. In the second case study, the database is used for online perception experiments on regional variation of speech sounds in German. In both cases, the global corpus data model has shown to be an effective means for providing data in the required formats for the tools used in the workflow, and to allow the use of the same database for very different types of applications.

1. Introduction

The Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals (BAS) has collected a number of small and large speech databases using standalone and web-based tools, e.g. Ph@ttSessionz (Draxler, 2006), VOYS (Dickie et al., 2009), ALC (Schiell et al., 2010), and others. Although these corpora were mainly established to satisfy the needs of speech technology development, they are now increasingly used in phonetic and linguistic basic research as well as in education. This is facilitated by the fact that these speech databases are demographically controlled, well-documented and quite inexpensive for academic research.

The workflow for the creation of speech corpora consists of the steps specification, collection or recording, signal processing, annotation, postprocessing and distribution or exploitation – each step involves using dedicated tools, e.g. SpeechRecorder (Draxler and Jänsch, 2004) to record audio, Praat (Boersma, 2001), ELAN (Sloetjes et al., 2007), EXMARaLDA (Schmidt and Wörner, 2005), or WebTranscribe (Draxler, 2005) to annotate it, libassp (libassp.sourceforge.net), sox (sox.sourceforge.net) or Praat to perform signal analysis tasks, and Excel, R and others to carry out statistical computations (Figure 2).

All tools use their own data formats. Some tools do provide import and export of other formats, but in general there is some loss of information in going from one tool to the other (Schmidt et al., 2009). A manual conversion of formats is time-consuming and error-prone, and very often the researchers working with the data do not have the programming expertise to convert the data. Finally, if each tool provides its own import and export converter, the number of such data converters increases dramatically with every new tool.

We have thus chosen a radical approach: we store all data independent of any application program in a database system in a global corpus data model in our WikiSpeech system (Draxler and Jänsch, 2008).

This global data model goes beyond the general annotation graph framework for annotations proposed by Liberman and Bird, which provides a formal description of the data structures underlying both time-aligned and non time-aligned annotations (Bird and Liberman, 2001). In our global corpus data model, annotations consist of tiers which in turn contain segments; segments may be time-aligned with or without duration, or symbolic, i.e. without time data. Within a tier segments are ordered sequentially, and between tiers there exist 1:1, 1:n and n:m relationships.

Besides annotations, our global corpus data model also covers audio and video recordings, technical information on the recordings, time-based and symbolic annotations on arbitrarily many annotation tiers, metadata on the speakers and the database contents and administrative data on the annotators (Figure 1.).

Figure 1: Simplified view of the global corpus data model in WikiSpeech. The dashed lines show which parts of the data model are relevant to given tools. For example, Praat handles signal files and knows about annotation tiers and (time-aligned) segments on these tiers. SpeechRecorder knows recording projects that contain recording sessions which bring together speakers and recording scripts; a script contains sections which in turn are made up of recording items which result in signal files.
The global corpus data model is a superset of the individual tools’ data models. Hence it is, within limits, possible to import data from and export data to any of the tools in the workflow. This import and export is achieved via scripts that convert from the database to the external application program format and back.

Finally, the global corpus data model has evolved over the years and has now reached a stable state. It has shown to be sufficiently powerful to incorporate various speech databases. These databases were either created directly using WikiSpeech, or existing speech databases, whether produced by BAS or elsewhere, were successfully imported into WikiSpeech.

A relational database using the PostgreSQL database management system implements the global corpus data model. Using a relational database system has several advantages: there is a standard query language (namely SQL), many users can access the data at the same time, query evaluation is efficient, external applications can access the database via standard APIs, data migration to a different database vendor is straightforward, and data can be exported into plain text easily.

## 2. Workflow

Figure 2 shows the general workflow for phonetic and linguistic corpus creation and exploitation.

![Figure 2: Speech database creation and exploitation workflow and a selection of tools used in the individual tasks.](image)

Note the different types of media involved: specifications, annotations, log file and reports are text data in a variety of formats (XML, plain text, PDF, or DOC), signal data are time-dependent audio, video and sensor data, again in a variety of formats. Plain text and XML formatted data is generally stored in the database, whereas other types of text data are stored in the file system, with only their local address stored in the database. Media data is always stored in the file system; the database contains merely the links.

### 3. Case study 1: Formant analysis of Scottish English

Since 2007 BAS has been recording adolescent speakers in the VOYS project via the web in grammar schools in the metropolitan areas of Scotland (Dickie et al., 2009). Until now, 251 speakers and a total of 25466 utterances have been recorded in 10 recording locations. Each recording session yields metadata on the speaker and the recording location, and consists of up to 102 utterances of read and prompted speech. This data is entered into the database immediately via web forms or background data transfer during the recording session.

3.1. **Annotation**

Once a recording session is complete, the data is made available for a basic annotation using WebTranscribe (Draxler, 2005). For read speech, the prompt text is displayed in the editor so that the annotator simply needs to modify the text according to the annotation guidelines and the actual content of the utterance. For non-scripted speech, the annotator has to enter the entire content of the utterance manually (automatic speech recognition does not yet work very well for non-standard English of adolescent speakers).

3.1.1. **Automatic segmentation**

Once the orthographic contents of the utterance have been entered, the automatic phonetic segmentation is computed using MAUS (Schiel, 2004). MAUS is an HMM-based forced alignment system that takes into account coarticulation and uses hypothesis graphs to find the most probable segmentation. MAUS may be adapted to other languages than German in two ways: either via a simple translation table from German to the other languages phoneme inventory, or by retraining MAUS with a suitably large training database. For Scottish English, a simple mapping table proved to be sufficient. MAUS generates either Praat TextGrid or BAS Partitur File formatted files. These are imported into the segments table of the database using a perl script.

3.1.2. **F0 and formant computation**

In a parallel process, a simple shell script calls Praat to compute the formants of all signal files and writes the results to a text file which is then imported into the database.

At this point, the database contains metadata on the speakers and the recording site, technical data on the recordings, an orthographic annotation of the utterances, an automatically generated phonetic segmentation of the utterances, and time-aligned formant data for all utterances. It is now ready to be used for phonetic research, e.g., a formant analysis of vowels of Scottish English.

3.2. **Querying the database**

The researcher logs into the database and extracts a list of segments he or she wishes to analyse. For a typical formant analysis, this list would contain the vowel labels, begin and end time of the segment in the signal file, age, sex and regional accent of the speaker, and possibly the word context in which the vowel is used. This request is formulated as an SQL query (Figure 3). Clearly, linguists or phoneticians cannot be expected to formulate such queries. Hence, to facilitate access to the database for researchers with little experience in SQL, the database administrator may define so-called views, i.e. virtual tables which are a syntactic shorthand for queries over many relation tables (Figure 4).

3.3. **Statistical analysis**

For a statistical analysis, the researcher uses a simple spreadsheet software such as Excel or, preferably, a statistics package such as R. Both Excel and R have database interfaces for almost any type of relational database (in general, these interfaces have to be configured by the system...
Perception experiments are an essential part of phonetic, linguistic and psychological research. Most such experiments are now performed using a computer, and some speech processing tools, e.g. Praat, directly support performing perception experiments. However, with standalone software, performing an experiment requires that the software is installed on every computer on which the experiment will run. Web-based online experiments overcome this limitation and provide access to potentially large groups of participants (Reips, 2002). Currently, only a few tools or services exist that allow online experiments with audio. Examples are WebExp (Keller et al., 2009) and Percy (Draxler, 2011). WebExp is a flexible and powerful online experiment software that uses Java applets for media display, and which stores its result data in XML files. Percy is based on HTML5 and stores its data in a relational database on the server.

4. Perception experiments in the workflow

A recent perception experiment on regional variation uses the single digit items recorded in the Ph@ttSessionz project. Participants were asked to judge whether a given phoneme in a digit has certain properties, e.g. whether the initial “s” in the word “sieben” was voiced or voiceless. The question was formulated in colloquial terms so that non-experts could participate in the experiment. The experiment consists of three steps: the participant registers and provides some personal and context information. During the experiment he or she listens to the recorded audio and enters a judgment, and when all items are done, the experiment displays a map with the geographic locations where the audio files were recorded (Figure 6).

4.1. Perception experiments in the workflow

In principle, a perception experiment is not very different from an annotation task – speech material is presented and the participant has to enter his or her judgment. Hence, the global corpus data model also covers online perception experiments. Experiment results are simply considered as yet another annotation tier. This allows the same data retrieval mechanisms to be used for experiment data, which greatly simplifies further processing.

4.2. Running the experiment

A recent perception experiment on regional variation uses the single digit items recorded in the Ph@ttSessionz project. Participants were asked to judge whether a given phoneme in a digit has certain properties, e.g. whether the initial “s” in the word “sieben” was voiced or voiceless. The question was formulated in colloquial terms so that non-experts could participate in the experiment. The experiment consists of three steps: the participant registers and provides some personal and context information. During the experiment he or she listens to the recorded audio and enters a judgment, and when all items are done, the experiment displays a map with the geographic locations where the audio files were recorded (Figure 6).

4.3. Statistical analysis

With support from the statistics lab of LMU University, the experiment input data was analysed using mixed-models provided by the R software. Results show that a) sounds effectively differ from one region to the other, and b) that the perception of sound difference depends on the regional background of the listener.

5. Discussion

A global corpus model is a suitable tool to support the workflow in phonetic and linguistic research, development, and education. However, serious problems remain. The most important are:

1. Missing data in the database may lead to broken workflows or inconsistent or unexpected results.

2. New tools and services may not fit into the global corpus model.
3. Data exchange with tools with different underlying data models may require manual adaptation.

4. It is debatable whether SQL is a suitable query language for phoneticians or linguists, and whether it is sufficiently powerful to express typical research questions.

5.1. Missing data

Missing data can be controlled by enforcing a minimum standard set of metadata and log data to be collected during the speech database creation. However, this may not be feasible when the speech database comes from an external partner. It is thus necessary to manually check external databases before incorporating them into the WikiSpeech system, and to document the data manipulations applied. Database systems provide a default null value for unknown data, which at least ensures that queries can be run. If queries return unexpected results, then default null data maybe the reason for this. In a relational database the database schema can be inspected either via queries or via a graphical user interface, and thus it is in general quite straightforward to find out whether missing data is a possible reason for unexpected query results.

5.2. Incorporating new tools

A database schema is intended to remain stable over time so that predefined views, proceduralized queries or scripts continue to work. However, new tools and services may use data items not present in the database. If the new data cannot be represented the given database schema, this schema has to be extended. In general, simply extending the data model, e.g. by adding new attributes in the relation tables, or even adding new tables, is not critical. Critical changes include changing the relationships between data items, or removing attributes or relational tables. Such changes however will be very rare because the data model has reached a very stable state by now.

Any change to the data model can only be performed by the database administrator, and it may entail the modification of existing scripts and queries.

5.3. Manual adaption of data

For tools that use a different underlying data model, any data that is exported to the tool and then reimported must be processed to minimize the loss of information. For example, in a data model that uses symbolic references between elements on different annotation tiers, all items must be given explicit time stamps and unique ids to be used in a purely time-based annotation tool such as e.g. Praat. Upon reimporting the data after processing in Praat, these timestamps have to be removed for non time-aligned annotations. Such modifications are in generally implemented using a parameterized import and export script. Several such scripts may be necessary for the different tools used in the workflow.

5.4. SQL as a query language

SQL is the de facto standard query language for relational databases. However, it is quite verbose and lacks many of the operators needed in phonetic or linguistic research, namely sequence and dominance operators. Both sequence and dominance operators can be expressed by providing explicit position attributes or linking relations between data records, but they make queries even longer and more complex.

The SQL view mechanism is a simple way of formulating simple queries. For example, in the web experiment, where experiment setup and input spread over 8 relational tables, a single view contains all data fields of the experiment and appears to the user as one single wide table, which can be directly imported into R or Excel.

As an alternative to the direct use of SQL, high-level application domain specific query languages can be envisaged, which are then automatically translated to SQL for execution. This separation of high-level query language and the SQL query evaluation is desirable, because it opens the possibility to provide many different query language to the same underlying database. Such query languages can be text-based or graphical, very specific to a particular application domain or quite abstract. In fact, many graphical front-ends to database systems already allow form-like query languages or explorative interactive graphical query languages.
6. Conclusion

The global corpus data model for speech databases is a pragmatic approach to supporting phonetic and linguistic research. It provides a means to exchange data with a multitude of speech processing tools, and allows proceduralizing often-needed research and development tasks. The two case studies show that quite different tasks can be performed on the same data base in parallel.

The global corpus data model will slowly evolve, and it will be slightly different in different research and development labs, because of different requirements and tools used. However, simply the fact that there exists a global corpus data model with visible and formally specified data structures, e.g. in a relational schema description, will lead to a much higher degree of consistency and coverage in speech database creation.

One major challenge is the development of a query language suitable for linguistic and phonetic researchers. This query language must be much closer to the application domain than SQL can ever be, and it must be sufficiently powerful to express the queries that researchers in phonetics or linguistics ask. A promising approach is to provide a query language such as XQuery or a graphical query interface to the database base, and to compile this query into SQL for efficient execution in the database.
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Abstract

TalkBank is an interdisciplinary research project funded by the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation. The goal of the project is to support data sharing and direct, community-wide access to naturalistic recordings and transcripts of spoken communication. TalkBank has developed consistent practices for data sharing, metadata creation, transcription methods, transcription standards, interoperability, automatic annotation, and dissemination. The database includes corpora from a wide variety of linguistic fields all governed by a comprehensive XML Schema. For each component research subfield, TalkBank must provide special purpose annotations and tools as a subset of the overall system. Together, these various TalkBank standards can serve as guides to further improvements in the use of speech corpora for linguistic research.
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1. Best Practices

The goal of this workshop is to examine best practices for configuring speech corpora for linguistic research. This would seem to be a fairly well defined goal. Ideally, one could formulate a single set of best practices that would apply across the board. However, when we consider specific corpora, systems, groups, issues, and constraints, the characterization of “best practices” becomes more complicated. Take the CallFriend corpus, as an example. The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) created this phone call corpus for the purposes of developing automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. Thanks to the generosity of LDC, segments of CallFriend have been made available to the TalkBank system for transcription and further linguistic analysis. We have transcribed these calls in the CHAT editor, using Conversation Analysis standards and linked them on the utterance level to the audio media. The best practices in this case depend heavily on the particular shape of the corpus and the uses to which it will be put. These are phone calls with good stereo separation, but there are often noises on the phone line. This seems to violate best practices in speech technology, but it is quite adequate for the purposes of Conversation Analysis. On the other hand, the demographic information associated with each call is inadequate for standard sociolinguistic or sociophonetic analysis. Also, LDC provided no transcriptions for these calls, so the issue of best practices in transcription rests totally outside of the realm of the initial data collection.

When we consider best practices across a wide collection of corpora, the problem becomes further magnified. In particular, for each of the 386 corpora in the TalkBank database, collected under a myriad of different conditions with differing goals, we could conduct an analysis of best practices, usually with quite different results. This suggests that we should view best practices not as a single framework, but as a Swiss Army knife that presents the user with a variety of tools, each suited for a given type of linguistic analysis.

The TalkBank system is an attempt to provide just this type of Swiss Army knife. For researchers studying child phonology, it offers the PhonBan (Rose & MacWhinney, in press). For morphosyntactic analysis, it provides taggers (MacWhinney, 2008) and parsers (Sagae, Davis, Lavie, MacWhinney, & Wintner, 2010). For Conversation Analysts, it provides Jeffersonian coding (Jefferson, 1984) and formats for gestural analysis (MacWhinney, Fromm, Forbes, & Holland, 2011). Some of the blades of the knife can be used for many purposes; others are more specialized. In this report, we will explain how each blade has been adapted to the task at hand. In some cases, the blades offered by TalkBank are not the best available and we need to then explain how data in the TalkBank format can then be exported to other programs. In other areas, such as metadata coding, TalkBank has essentially off-loaded the issue of best practices to other systems.

2. Background

TalkBank (http://talkbank.org) is an interdisciplinary research project funded by the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation. The goal of the project is to support data sharing and direct, community-wide access to naturalistic recordings and transcripts of spoken communication. TalkBank extends the model for data sharing and analysis first developed in the context of the CHILDES project (MacWhinney, 2000). Although CHILDES is the most established of these datasets, other systems, such as PhonBan, AphasiaBan, CABan, BilingBan, and SLABan have also achieved general recognition and acceptance within the relevant research communities.

CHILDES contains 68 million words of child-adult
conversation across 26 languages; the other segments of TalkBank include 63 million words of adult-adult conversation with the bulk in English. Although many earlier child language corpora were not contributed along with their media, the current default format for both CHILDES and TalkBank assumes that transcripts will be linked to either audio or video on the level of the utterance. This means that all new TalkBank corpora are, in effect, speech corpora. To the degree that the methods of speech technology can be applied to naturalistic conversational data of the type collected in TalkBank, the merger of speech technology with linguistic analysis envisioned in this workshop has already taken place in the TalkBank framework.

This workshop has specified a set of 12 themes for analysis of best practices. These are:

1. speech corpus designs and corpus stratification schemes
2. metadata descriptions of speakers and communications
3. legal issues in creating, using and publishing speech corpora for linguistic research
4. transcription and annotation tools for authentic speech data
5. use of automatic methods for tagging, annotating authentic speech data
6. transcription conventions in conversation analysis, dialectology, sociolinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis
7. corpus management systems for speech corpora
8. workflows and processing chains for speech corpora in linguistic research
9. data models and data formats for transcription and annotation data
10. standardization issues for speech corpora in linguistic research
11. dissemination platforms for speech corpora
12. integration of speech corpora from linguistic research into digital infrastructures

TalkBank addresses issues 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11. Issues 1, 8, 10, and 12 lie outside the scope of TalkBank and are left either to individual researchers or the wider scientific community. In the next sections, we will outline TalkBank approaches to the eight best practices issues it has addressed.

3. Metadata
TalkBank has addressed the Metadata issue by subscribing to both the OLAC and IMDI formats. For each of the 386 corpora in TalkBank, we create a single text file in a consistent format that provides information relevant to all files in the corpus. The OLAC program, which is built into the CLAN programs, compiles this information across the database into a single file for harvesting by OLAC. For IMDI, we also include headers in the individual files that provide further file-specific metadata. Rather than using the ARBIL program, we use the IMDI program in CLAN to combine this information into files that can be included in IMDI. In addition, all of the transcripts and media of the complete CHILDES and TalkBank databases are included in IMDI and freely available through that system.

We are working to specify further detailed best practice specifications for metadata in the area of sociolinguistics. Toward that end, we have contributed to recent workshops organized by Chris Cieri and Malcah Yaeger-Dror at NWAV and LSA, designed to improve best practices in the coding of sociolinguistic metadata and to stimulate data-sharing in that field. To facilitate the declaration of sociolinguistic and other corpora, we have provided a page at http://talkbank.org/metadata that allows researchers to describe the shape and availability of corpora that are not yet included in any major database. This information is then transmitted to OLAC.

4. Legal Issues and Data Sharing
The 386 corpora in TalkBank have all cleared IRB review, and nearly all are available for open access and downloading. In the process of establishing this level of open access, we have gained decades of experience with IRB and legal issues. The results of this experience are encoded in a set of principles for data-sharing, IRB guidelines, suggested informed consent forms, alternative levels of access or password protection, and methods for anonymizing data, all available from http://talkbank.org/share

In practice, the only corpora that require password access are those from participants with clinical disabilities. For the other corpora, we are careful to replace last names with the capitalized English word “Lastname” and addresses with the word “Address”. For some corpora, such as the Danish SamtaleBank corpus, we have also replaced the last names and addresses in the audio files with silence.

Often researchers claim that their data cannot be shared, because access has not been approved by their IRB. In practice, we have found that this is seldom the case. IRBs will nearly always approve data sharing with anonymization and password protection. In reality, researchers use IRB restrictions as a way of avoiding opening their data to other investigators, because they believe that other researchers can achieve a competitive advantage. In this sense, the reference to legal and IRB issues is frequently used to divert discussion of the underlying problem of competitive advantage in academics. We believe that best solution to this problem is for granting agencies to require data sharing as a condition for further funding.

5. Transcription Tools
Apart from its scope, coverage, multilinguality, and size, there is another core feature that characterizes TalkBank. This is the fact that all of the data in the system are formatted in accord with a single consistent standard called CHAT that is bidirectionally convertible to
TalkBank XML (http://talkbank.org/xsddoc). Over the years, CHAT has been crafted as a superset of its component transcription standards. For example, it supports at the same time standard Jeffersonian Conversation Analysis (CA) coding, the linguistically-oriented transcription methods of child language, phonological coding methods through IPA, disfluency analysis methods for speech errors and stuttering, and new methods for gesture coding in nested dependent files. Each of these transcription standards is implemented as a subcomponent of the overall TalkBank CHAT standard and individual transcripts can declare to which set of conventions they adhere. This approach allows us to provide all the codes that are needed for each subdiscipline without requiring any of them to make use of all the codes for their own special corpora.

The benefit of this approach is that the analysis programs can operate on all corpora in a consistent way and users only need to learn the CLAN program (http://talkbank.org/software) to analyze everything in TalkBank. In this regard, the TalkBank framework differs fundamentally from that of other systems such as LDC or Lacito. These other archiving system accept corpora in a wide variety of formats and users must learn different tools and methods to process each of the alternative corpora, even within a particular topic area.

The imposition of consistent coding standards comes at a cost. Transcription in CHAT can be rigorous and demanding. For the beginner, it takes several days to learn to transcribe smoothly. In some other cases, researchers are unwilling to use CHAT at all and prefer to create corpora in their own formats. When those corpora are contributed to the database, we then write special purpose programs to reformat them. However, we can automatically convert corpora formatted in SALT, ELAN, EXMARA LDA, Transcriber, Praat, or ANVIL.

To facilitate the mechanics of transcription, the CLAN editor supports several methods of linking to the media during and after transcription. These methods include Transcriber Mode, Sound Walker Mode, Sonic Mode, and Hand Editing Mode. Transcriber mode uses the space-bar method of the Transcriber program (http://trans.sourceforge.net). Sound Walker mode operates like the old dictation machine with an optional foot pedal. Sonic Mode relies on display of the waveform for both audio and video files. We are interested in further improvements of CHAT transcription based on presegmentation of the audio using HTK routines.

6. Automatic Annotation

TalkBank has developed systems for automatic tagging of morphology (MOR), dependency syntax (GRASP), and phonology (Phon). Based on the morphosyntactic codes produced by MOR and GRASP, the CLAN programs can automatically compute syntactic profiles for the DSS (Lee, 1974) and IPSyn (Sagae, Lavie, & MacWhinney, 2005). MOR part-of-speech taggers have been developed for 11 languages and GRASP dependency grammars for 3 languages. These systems are described in detail in another LREC paper in this volume. In the area of phonology, the Phon program requires manual IPA transcription of non-standard child forms. However, the IPA representation for standard adult forms can be inserted automatically from the orthographic transcription. In addition, Phon provides automatic segmentation of phonological forms into syllables and syllable positions.

Apart from automatic tagging, CLAN provides methods for automatic transcript analysis. For example, the MORTABLE program provides complete counts of all grammatical morphemes in a set of transcripts, based on codes in the %mor line. The EVAL program provides package analyses of overlaps, pauses, morpheme counts and so on. We are now working to supplement these methods for automatic tagging and analysis with methods that automatically align transcripts to media at the word level and then compute a variety of fluency measures. For more careful, special purpose analyses, CLAN provides 14 analytic measures such as VOCD (Malvern, Richards, Chipere, & Purán, 2004), MLU, FREQ, and many others.

7. Transcription Conventions

To provide detailed coding methods for specific subfields, the TalkBank XML format strives to integrate best practices from each of the relevant subfields into a single unified annotation format. Unlike Partitur systems such as Anvil, EXMaRALDA, or ELAN that use time marks as the fundamental encoding framework, TalkBank XML takes the spoken word as the fundamental encoding framework. This provides results that are easy to scan across the page. Overlap alignment is also well supported through special Unicode characters that mark overlap begin and end. However, the display of overlap is not as graphic and intuitive as in the Partitur format. Because CHAT can be quickly transformed into ELAN and EXMARA LDA formats, users who need to study overlap in this way can have both views available. The only problem with this solution is that editing work done in the other systems may not be importable back to CHAT, unless the user is careful to only use CHAT conventions in the other system.

Here, we will summarize the major dimensions of CHAT transcription, coding, and annotation. The basic format involves a main line that is then supplemented by a series of dependent tiers.

1. The main line. This line uses a combination of eye-dialect and conventional orthography to indicate the basic spoken text. A full explication of the entire CHAT coding scheme would be outside of the scope of the current chapter. The manual of conventions is available at http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/manuals. These conventions include a wide variety of CA
codes marked through special Unicode characters entered through combinations of the F1 and F2 function keys with other characters. This system is described at http://talkbank.org/CABank/codes.html and in MacWhinney and Wagner (2010)

2. **Morphological and syntactic lines.** The MOR and GRASP programs compute these two annotation lines automatically. The forms on these lines stand in a one-to-one relation with main line forms, excluding retraces and nonwords. This alignment, which is maintained in the XML, permits a wide variety of detailed morphosyntactic analyses. We also hope to use this alignment to provide methods for writing from the XML to a formatted display of interlinear aligned morphological analysis.

3. **Phonological line.** The %pho line stands in a one-to-one relation with all words on the main line, including retraces and nonwords. This line uses standard IPA coding to represent the phonological forms of words on the main line. To represent elision processes, main line forms may be grouped for correspondence to the %pho line. The Phon program developed by Yvan Rose and colleagues (Rose, Hedlund, Byrne, Wareham, & MacWhinney, 2007; Rose & MacWhinney, in press) is able to directly import and export valid TalkBank XML.

4. **Error analysis.** In earlier versions of the system, errors were coded on a separate line. However, we have found that it is more effective to word-level code errors directly on the main line, using a system specifically elaborated for aphasic speech at http://talkbank.org/AphasiaBank/errors.doc.

5. **Gesture coding.** Although programs such as ELAN and Anvil provide powerful methods for gesture coding, we have found that it is often difficult to use these programs to obtain an intuitive understanding of gesture sequences. Simply linking a series of gesture codes to the main line in TalkBank XML is similarly inadequate. To address this need, we have developed a new method of coding through nested coding files linked to particular stretches of the main line. These coding files can be nested indefinitely, but we have found that two levels of embedding are enough for current analysis needs. Examples of these gesture coding methods can be found at http://talkbank.org/CABank/gesture.zip.

6. **Special coding lines.** CLAN and TalkBank XML also support a wide variety of additional coding lines for speech act coding, analysis of written texts, situational background, and commentary. These coding tiers are not aligned only to utterances and not to individual words.

8. **Dissemination Platforms**

The fundamental idea underlying the construction of TalkBank is the notion of data sharing. By pooling their hard-won data together, researchers can generate increasingly accurate and powerful answers to fundamental research questions. The CHILDES and TalkBank web sites are designed to maximize the dissemination of the data, programs, and related methods. Transcript data can be downloaded in .zip format. Media can be downloaded or played back over the web through QuickTime reference movie files. The TalkBank browser allows users to view any TalkBank transcript in the browser and listen to the corresponding audio or see the corresponding video in continuous playback mode, linked on the utterance level. We also provide methods for running CLAN analyses over the web, which we are now supplementing with analyses that use the XML database as served through the Mark Logic interface. To teach the use of the system, we have produced manuals, instructional videos and powerpoint demonstrations which we use in a wide variety of workshops internationally.

9. **Conclusion**

Together these various TalkBank facilities provide a comprehensive, interoperable set of best practices for the coding of spoken language corpora for research in linguistics, psycholinguistics, speech technology, and related disciplines. New methods and improvements to these practices are continually in development, as we expand the database to include a fuller representation of the many forms of spoken communication.
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Abstract

This paper addresses issues related to the elicitation and encoding of demographic, situational and attitudinal metadata for sociolinguistic research with an eye toward standardization to facilitate data sharing. The discussion results from a series of workshops that have recently taken place at the N WAV and LSA conferences. These discussions have focused principally on the granularity of the metadata and the subset of categories that could be considered required for sociolinguistic fieldwork generally. Although a great deal of research on quantitative sociolinguists has taken place in the Unites Stated, the workshops participants actually represent research conducted in North and South America, Europe, Asian, the Middle East, Africa and Oceania. Although the paper does not attempt to consider the metadata necessary to characterize every possible speaker population, we present evidence that the methodological issues and findings apply generally to speech collections concerned with the demographics and attitudes or the speaker pools and the situations under which speech is elicited.
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1. Introduction

The brief history of building digital, shareable language resources (LRs) to support language related education research and technology development is marked by numerous attempts to create and enforce standards. The motivations behind the standards are numerous. For example, standards offer the possibility of making explicit the process by which LR s are created, establishing minimum quality levels and facilitating sharing. Nevertheless, there have been instances in which the pre-mature or inappropriate promulgation or adoption of standards has lead to its own set of problems (Osborn 2010, p. 74ff, Mah, et. al. 1997) as researchers struggle to apply to their use cases standard that were not truly representative and perhaps not intended to be. To reduce the potential effort expended in developing, promoting and using proposed standards that may subsequently be found difficult to sustain, we propose that standardization is a late step in a multipart process that begins with understanding, progresses to documentation that may itself encourage consistency in practice within small groups at which point the question of standardization begins to ripen.

2. Background

The present workshop seeks to survey current initiatives in speech corpus creation with an eye toward standardization across sub-disciplines. Such standardization could permit resource sharing among researchers working in conversation and discourse analysis, sociolinguistics and dialectology among others and between those fields and others who depend upon similar kinds of data including language engineers (Popescu-Belis, Zufferey 2007). Coincidentally, the authors have been involved in a number of workshops on related themes including a series taking place at the annual N WAV (New Ways of Analyzing Variation) meetings on speech data collection, annotation and distribution including documentation and metadata description. More recently they lead a workshop funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation at the 2012 winter meeting of the Linguistics Society of America1. The principal topics of the latter were metadata description and related legal issues in the creation of spoken language corpora for sociolinguistics. This paper constitutes a summary of efforts within that community to begin understanding metadata encoding practice as a first step toward consistency, sharing and standardization.

3. Towards Standardization

Before metadata practice can be standardized, individual researchers must first understand their practices, the variations among them, the causes for variation, the tradeoffs of different approaches and their potential uses. In particular, researchers need to know if they can apply their metadata categories consistently, a question that is not frequently asked but must be if the goal is to adopt a standard that will be used by many independent groups with the intent of sharing corpora. Once the practice is understood it must be documented so that potential users can evaluate it and competing practices can be harmonized to permit appropriate comparisons. With adequate documentation independent researchers can decide if they want to adopt consistent practices.

4. Metadata

Within sociolinguistics, some researchers’ position is that each study requires its own set of demographics. However, the ultimate consensus at the workshops was that cross community comparative corpus-based studies are only possible if there is a shared set of specific coding choices. Some of the demographic information is generally accepted within the larger sociolinguistic community: sex, birth year, years of education, and some designation of job description are fairly common

1http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/NSF_Coding_Workshop_LSA/index.html
5. Ethnicity

Within the American linguistics community ‘ethnicity’ frequently conflates three quite distinct demographic features: race, region and religion. Each of these will be discussed in turn.

5.1 Race

While recent US based studies generally distinguish between black\(^2\) or African American, Hispanic and other ethnic categories, sometimes referred to as “dominant dialect”; this is now understood to be insufficient: “black” speakers may be of Haitian, Jamaican, Dominican, or African provenance, and may not consider their primary identity as African American [henceforth AA]. Within the US, African Americans whose parents grew up in the North, can generally be distinguished from those whose parents grew up in the South. So if ethnicity choices are limited to the above three, there may be no confusion in a community where all “black” speakers are in fact African American, but in large cities much confusion could result from the failure of the coarse term to capture the three-way distinction [Blake and Shousterman 2010]. Speakers of mixed race [e.g., Purnell 2009 2010] have also been shown to differ consistently from both “white” and “black” linguistic groups within their communities.

While both the Pew Trust\(^4\), and the Mumford Center\(^5\) have treated Asian as a viable group, it is clear that speakers whose parents emigrated from India and Pakistan have very little in common [ethnically, regionally or religiously] with those whose parents hailed from Japan or Korea or China. It has been shown that even different Chinese groups can be distinguished from each other [Hall-Lew/Wong 2012]. It has also been shown that coding subjects for when their forebears left their country of origin reveals correlation with linguistic choice, a connection that in retrospect should not be surprising since the settlement patterns and trajectory of integration into the larger community differed for speakers arriving at different times [Sharma 2011; Wong/Hall-Lew 2012].

5.2 Regional/Linguistic Heritage

Given that Hispanic ancestry speakers are racially quite diverse within the Americas, the discussion of Hispanic heritage speakers of various racial and regional provenance is even more complicated. While the English syntax of Hispanic ancestry speakers seems to be convergent [Bonnici/Bayley 2010], the English phonology differs for even the most similar regional groups, for example Cuban, Puerto Rican and Colombian-Costenos [Bayley/Bonnici 2009] or Mexican, Texan, Californian and New Mexican Chicanos. As with the ‘Asian’ speakers discussed earlier, the interaction of settlement conditions with date of arrival has a strong influence on speaker variation [Bayley/Bonnici 2009].

5.3 Religion

There have now been many studies which demonstrate that specific racial and regional heritage groups should also be divided by religion. For example, it has long been known that even in Ireland, [Milroy, 1980], Wales [Bourhis/Giles 1978] Belgium [BOURHIS, et al 1979] and the Middle East [Miller 2007, Walters 2011] different religious groups, which share the same racial and regional heritage, speak quite differently from each other, even to the extent of using different languages. For example Sunni, Shia, Copt, Maronite all speak quite differently, despite the fact that they are ethnically ‘Egyptian’ [Miller 2005]. Conversely, the ‘New York Jews’ referred to in Tannen’s early work [Tannen 1981] – not to mention ‘Muslims’ [Miller 2007] or, for that matter ‘Christians’ [Wagner to appear] can belong to quite different racial and regional heritage groups, and are often linguistically quite distinct. As a result, conflating ‘racial heritage’ ‘regional heritage’ and ‘religion’ threatens to obscure distinctions that have been shown to be significant in numerous community studies.

Within individual studies, it is necessary that field sociolinguists determine which racial, regional and religious heritage speakers are likely to be included in their sample and prepare to control effectively for these distinctions. Unfortunately, such information is generally not coded for easy access. In fact, among the corpora currently available, even in the few cases that include protocols for eliciting speaker metadata, the protocols generally do not suggest asking these questions of speakers. Even sociolinguist interviewers, who are ‘primed’ by their protocol to elicit appropriate demographic information fail to probe in order to distinguish among relevant subgroups. Moreover, researchers often assume that if subjects have answered demographic questions, these answers are somehow available, despite the fact that the information may be buried in the often untranscribed interview audio. Furthermore, Lieberson (1992) shows that interviewees are not always honest or accurate in their representation of the regional, racial and religious background they belonged to during their formative years.

5.4 The Melting Pot and Multiple Identities

While in some societies, there may be little mixing among demographic or religious groups, in the US large numbers of those born since the 1970’s actually belong to, and identify with, multiple demographic groups [Blake and Shousterman 2010]. Coding practice needs to
permit the association of multiple values even for a single speaker and a single variable. A researcher may decide to give priority to the first-named ‘identity’, but the schema should allow for multiple listings. Mature metadata schema should also acknowledge the possibility of changing affiliation over time.

6 Encoding Demographics
Sociolinguists, historically, have assumed that the best way to do so is to incorporate relevant questions about ‘ethnicity’ and attitudes toward ‘ethnicity’ into a questionnaire executed during an interview. However, unless the interviewer has been sensitized to the fact that finer distinctions are needed, they may feel no obligation to spend time on the relevant questions. Furthermore, there are no generally accepted instructions for encoding subjects’ free form answers into regularized form so that future researchers can access it without having to listen to the interview in its entirety. In short a protocol for eliciting information about demographic and attitudes must be accompanied by a protocol for encoding this information into a form searchable by future scholars even if future scholars is ultimately only the same researcher returning to the data after some hiatus. Recent work has made clear that an accurate assessment of dialect change requires returning to a community 20 or more years later [Wagner 2012, in press], by which point even the original research team may no longer recall the details of an original interview. Even someone returning to a group of speakers previously studied will be under-served by a coding protocol that assumes that demographic information is adequately encapsulated in the interview itself and need not be formally coded.

7 Socioeconomic Information
Although many corpora include metadata for ‘years of education’, years spent in a technical school are not distinguished from those spent in what is commonly referred to as ‘higher education’, a fact that some research communities has already noted (Graff, pc). Moreover, multiple studies have demonstrated the usefulness of community specific scales for the importance of the ‘dominant dialect’ among speakers with different job descriptions, the so-called linguistic marketplace [Sankoff, Laberge 1978]. Even where a scale has not been devised in a given community, each speaker’s occupation could be listed as well, which will permit subsequent scaling of socioeconomic and linguistic marketplace variation within a given community.

8 Politics
While it is not always possible to ask speakers about their political opinions, there have been recent articles showing that since speakers’ politics strongly influence their attitudes toward their own and other groups, and their attitude toward the ‘dominant dialect’ of their region [Abrams et al 2011, Bourhis et al 2009, Hall-Lew et al 2010]. Some awareness of speakers’ politics should be coded if possible.

9 Social Situation
Labov’s early work clearly demonstrated the importance of the social situation. (See Labov 2001 for an overview.) However, the presumptions on the part of sociolinguists that every speaker is equally aware of the current social situation, that those speakers present an accurate view of the situation to interviewers and that the knowledge the community researcher has come internalize is equally obvious to outside readers are all likely to mislead. A transparent means for encoding and preserving descriptions of social situations would improve the usefulness of data sets and the ability to compare one to the other.

9.1 Interlocutor Dynamics
It has been shown that even in a straightforward interaction, the actual interlocutor is not necessarily the principal ‘audience’ [Bell, 1984]. At the same time, even in an interview situation, the interlocutor [interviewer] effect is pervasive [Hay/Drager 2010; Llamas et al 2009]. That said, very few corpora provide adequate descriptions of the interlocutors, including interviewers, despite the fact that this is significant in the analysis of the subject’s speech.

9.2 Social Attitudes
The recent workshop at LSA as well as 4 decade’s evidence from social psychological studies documented the importance of speakers’ attitudes toward their own and other groups for the analysis of their speech [Giles 1973, Giles et al 1977]. In fact, the earliest studies in the social psychology of language demonstrated the variability of social attitudes even within one interaction [Giles 1973]. These factors could also be coded for, particularly if a post interaction questionnaire could be provided. While social psychologists have proposed elaborate and extensive questionnaires (Abrams et al 2009, Bourhis et al 2009, Noels 2012.) Recent work by Labov et al (2011) and by Llamas and her coworkers (Llamas 2012) have shown that the critical information can be determined with fewer questions, and with those questions presented online.

10 Broader Methodological Issues
Although our focus has thus far centered on studies conducted by sociolinguists, frequently within the United States, a number of tensions have emerged for which we have no solutions yet but which must figure into any discussion of metadata for speech corpora. We have seen that conflating ‘racial heritage’ ‘regional heritage’ and ‘religion’ may obscure distinctions we wish to preserve. Taken to its logical extreme, the desire for completeness and fine-granularity in elicited speaker metadata must necessarily be constrained by the limited time available for any single speaker given the other requirements of a representative speaker sample. We also see tensions between the communities with which a speaker may identify and those with which an outsider may associate the speaker. A third tension exists among the actual
methods for eliciting metadata. Checklists and multiple choice questionnaires offer the promise, perhaps misleading, of clean distinctions between metadata categories and values while ethnographic style interviews tend to recognize the inherent ambiguity of categories but exact a cost later in the analytic process of rendering textual descriptions into categories of comparison.

10 Conclusion

To reduce the effort expended in developing, promoting and using proposed standards that may subsequently be found difficult to sustain, standardization should be a late step in a process that begins with understanding, progresses to documentation that hopefully leads to consistent practice and the ultimately to standardization. The research community focusing on quantitative analysis of language variation has begun to examine its own processes and identifies a number of challenges even in the assignment of metadata for speakers and interview sessions. Among them we have noted too the use of metadata categories that are too coarse to reveal correlation already shown to exist in the literature, the conflation of multiple dimensions into a single super-category that, again, fails to capture distinctions expected to be significant. In addition we have noted a generally absence of explicit descriptions of the complete elicitation and encoding practices and, presumably as a result, a tendency to avoid entire metadata categories that other scholars have found to be revealing. By carefully enumerating the opportunities for improving metadata elicitation and providing infrastructure to support new efforts, such as template questions and coding schemata, it is the authors’ hope that the community will begin to move toward consistent practice that facilitates greater data sharing and the benefits that naturally result from it.
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Abstract
In the last 15 years, the Technical Group (now: “The Language Archive”, TLA) at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (MPI) has been engaged in building corpora of natural speech and making them available for further research. The MPI has set standards with respect to archiving such resources, and has developed tools that are now widely used, or serve as a reference for good practice. We cover here core aspects of corpus design, annotation, metadata and data dissemination of the corpora hosted at TLA.
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1. Introduction
This paper summarizes the central facts concerning speech corpora at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, now under the responsibility of a new unit called “The Language Archive” (TLA). This unit, besides maintaining the archive proper, also develops software relevant for creating, archiving and using language resources, and is involved in larger infrastructure projects aiming at integrating resources and making them reliably available. The TLA team is, however, not responsible for designing, collecting and creating the corpora, which is done by researchers. Therefore this paper covers mostly technical aspects or reports on other aspects from an indirect and technical perspective. Most facts reported here are the (preliminary) result of on-going and long-term investments and developments. As such, they are mostly not new unpublished results, but still give a good overview over many of the solutions applied in TLA for relevant questions about speech corpora.

The speech corpora at The Language Archive at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (MPI-PL) have so far mainly come from two disciplines not mentioned in the call for papers: language acquisition and linguistic fieldwork on small languages worldwide.

Due to their provenience, these corpora differ considerably from usual corpora applied in speech technology or other areas traditionally concerned with linguistic corpora.

The language acquisition corpora at the MPI have mostly been annotated using a particular annotation format, CHAT (MacWhinney 2000), developed and used since the early 1980ies in the CHILDES project and database. Although applicable to other areas of research, CHAT is tailored to reveal emergent grammatical properties and the adaptive solution of communicative needs by children or second language learners. CHAT can be considered an excellent standard for annotating acquisition corpora, and there are powerful statistical tools for this corpus available.

However, there are other areas of research that deal with audio and video data that are to be annotated, as for instance corpora of natural or elicited speech from the many native languages around the world. As at other centres, also at the MPI-PL such corpora have first been collected in field-research for purposes of description and comparison. Since the 1990ies, however, when the threat of extinction of the overwhelming part of linguistic diversity, it became obvious that the documentation of endangered and other understudied languages is an important scientific goal in its own right, and research programs such as DOBES were established. This even gave rise to a new sub-discipline of linguistics which is primarily concerned with the building of multimedia corpora of speech, viz. “Language Documentation” (sometimes “documentary linguistics”).

Besides tools and web-services for archiving language data, the technical group at the MPI-PL (now TLA) is engaged in developing a multi-purpose annotation tool for speech data, ELAN (Wittenburg et.al. 2006). This tool was first applied in the documentation of endangered languages and other linguistic field research, but then proved to be useful in the annotation of sign language data and generally in the area of multimodal research. The data available in the ELAN annotation format (EAF) as generated by the ELAN tool is suited for machine processing (XML Schema based), and thus it is now at the core of most developments in TLA and well supported in the TLA archive software (e.g. TROVA, ANNEX).

The current contribution focuses on speech corpora as archived at TLA, in particular corpora as the result of Language Documentation. We try to address as many topics relevant for speech corpora as possible from an archive’s and software development group point of view.

2. Corpus Design and Curation
Considering the design, but also the management and curation of (speech) corpora, there is an important
difference between corpora that can be seen as ‘finished’, i.e. static, and others that are ‘growing’, i.e. where there is a more or less continuous stream of material being added, often over or after several years. A good example of the first kind is the Corpus Spoken Dutch (CGN) for which the exploitation and management environment, COREX, was developed by the TLA group. In such a corpus project, where the data collection can be carefully planned and executed in a relatively short time, a large degree of coherence and consistency can be achieved with respect to the data and metadata formats allowing for efficient exploitation procedures and tool development. The corpus was compiled so as to have a representative sample of the spoken Dutch with many different monological and dialogical text types (CGN Design).

Another example housed at TLA is the Dutch Bilingualism Database (DBD), which is a curation project combining several older Second Language Acquisition (SLA) corpora, integrating them in a new overall corpus structure using coherent metadata descriptions. Obviously, the design of this corpus follows a rather narrow focus on SLA research. Unfortunately, no such coherence was possible also at the annotation level, and hence its usability may be limited. At the other side of the spectrum there are the language documentation projects (such as in the DOBES program funded by the Volkswagen Foundation) where data collection takes place over longer periods, according to different procedures and without any agreed coding of linguistic phenomena. In the case of such corpora, it is a much bigger challenge to achieve any kind of (semantic) interoperability, e.g. for searching specific events over all corpora. Still, the design with respect to text types and genres is driven by similar criteria as that for the Corpus of Spoken Dutch – the design of these corpora is essentially multi-purpose, because many of the languages will most probably not be spoken in a few generations, so that the documentation is the major (or even only) source of data for future studies, also for neighbouring fields such as ethnomusicology, -botany, -history, and anthropology in general. As a result, again ideally as many as different types of communication events are recorded, from traditional texts (at the core of importance in particular for the speech communities, as this is the most valuable knowledge that often threatens to be lost first with the aging and death of the older generation) via explanations, descriptions, spontaneous stories to natural conversation. Differently from the Corpus of Spoken Dutch, however, the content and its relevance for future studies in other than linguistic research are an important criterion for the selection of recordings. Still, it is one of the major objectives for the data to provide the basis for an extensive description (grammar), and for typological studies. The crucial point about fieldwork corpora is that the linguistic system of the languages being documented is often not well understood, so that details of the analysis underlying the annotation may change and improve over time. In all cases it is important to notice that the design and creation of the corpora, including the creation of the content of metadata, is done by scientists, not by members of TLA. TLA is responsible for the technical aspects of these corpora, such as data (including metadata) formats and proper archiving.

3. Annotation (including Transcription)

One emergent technical data format for annotated speech is EAF (see above), and this is by now the default for most annotation in corpora hosted at TLA. ELAN does not only allow annotating audio and video recordings, but it also allows to use as many “tiers” (an annotation container without predefined disposition, representing a layer or type of annotation) as necessary for any given speaker, and to relate the data between these tiers in technically practical ways, allowing to organize annotations in hierarchical tier structures. Thus, ELAN is a generic annotation tool that is applied in various types of research. There is no built-in tier type for speech, phonetic transcription, gesture or whatever other type of aspects of communicative events could be annotated. This renders a flexible transcription environment to which easily and at will tiers can be added. Being one of the first tools of its kind, ELAN enabled the deeper analysis of sign language. It also fostered the study of “paralinguistic” phenomena such as gestures, which increasingly turn out to be intrinsically related with spoken language, making their study indispensable for the understanding of the latter. Today, ELAN is widely adopted even outside these domains and even outside linguistics.

Under (linguistic) annotation of data we understand any symbolic representation of properties of the (speech) event represented in the primary data.2 By this definition, a transcription of the original utterances (depending on the purpose of the corpus in phonetic, phonological or, most often, orthographical form) in the original language is also annotation, and it is indeed the most basic and most frequent type of annotation in the corpora at TLA. In the case of the language documentation corpora, the material is usually only interpretable and thus useful to users (other than members of the speech community) if also a translation into a major language is provided, constituting a second important type of annotation (representing semantic properties of the underlying speech events). Together, a transcription and at least one translation, possibly with one further layer of notes or comments, represent what in language documentation can be defined as basic annotation – this is indeed the minimum required annotation in the case of the DOBES program.

There are many other possible levels of linguistic, paralinguistic and non-linguistic annotation. One attempt at systematizing the linguistic levels of annotation has

---

2 In linguistics, primary data are direct representations or results of a speech event, for instance a written text or, in particular, an audio/video recording of a speech event.
been made in the pilot phase of DOBES (Lieb and Drude 2001). But only recently the need for standards in categorizing and referring to different levels of annotation has come to the attention of documentary linguists and technicians. The DOBES corpora do not have any agreed format or naming for the types of linguistic levels to be represented in the various annotation layers, and this presents now a major challenge for efforts to make the different corpora comparable and interoperable.

True, a very popular format of annotation of the original recordings in the language documentation corpora is basic glossing; in particular the interlinear glosses as formalized by the “Leipzig Glossing Rules”, by now an established (but still developing) standard in language description and typology. These interlinear glosses are often created using the Toolbox program. But even when in principle aiming at following the Leipzig Glossing Rules, details of basic glossing in language documentation corpora usually vary quite a bit from corpus to corpus, in particular with respect to the abbreviations applied for abstract functional units. The ISOcat data category repository (Kemp-Snijders et.al., 2008) provides a means to clarify the nature of tiers and the meaning of individual glosses. The ISOcat Data Category Registry (ISO 12620) defines linguistic concepts in a way compliant with the ISO/IEC 11179 family of standards. It is hosted at and developed by the TLA. Thus, one can refer to a certain concept independently from its concrete label or abbreviation – “noun”, “N”, “Subs(antive)” etc. can all refer to the same data category “Noun” – or to different categories which are connected by a relation of “is-roughly-equivalent-to”. Such relationships can be established between different ISOcat data categories with the new RELcat registry (Windhouwer 2012). RELcat is likewise developed by the TLA and currently in the alpha phase.

In ELAN both, tiers and annotations, can refer to a data category. On the tier level this reference indicates the more general type of annotations of that tier, e.g. “part-of-speech”, on the annotation level it is the more specific category, e.g. “verb”. The goal is to achieve interoperability between different annotations in different corpora despite the broad variation in annotation tiers, conventions and labels we observe in fieldwork and descriptive linguistics.

In addition to basic glossing, some (sub)corpora may have some advanced glossing – which covers one or several of the other linguistic levels, from phonetic via phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic to pragmatic, or even paralinguistic and non-linguistic levels. Advanced glossings can include, for instance, a phonetic transcription and annotation of the intonation contour, or

3 Under basic glossing we understand annotation that, in addition to basic annotation, also provides information on individual units (usually morphs, sometimes words), such as typically an individual gloss (indication of meaning or function) for each morph / word, and perhaps also categorical information such as a part-of-speech tag (or its equivalents on the morphological level).

4 Metadata & Data Management

With respect to long-term availability (“archiving”) of speech data, TLA has also had a pioneering role. The solutions developed at the MPI are now one important basis for the construction of large infrastructures for digital language research data (for instance, in the CLARIN project). In the early 2000s, the technical group at the MPI started developing IMDI, a XML-based metadata standard which is geared to observational multimedia data such as language acquisition and field work recordings. This standard was developed in close cooperation with researchers active in the early years of the DOBES research programme. Metadata are then stored in separate XML files side by side with the bundle of resources (multimedia files with recordings etc., annotation files in different formats such as Shoebox/Toolbox-text files, Transcriber and EAF XML-based files, and a few other) they describe. These resources are linked to the metadata file by pointers in the metadata files – today, persistent identifiers (handles) are used in order to guarantee reliable access even if the location of files should change. The bundle of a metadata file together with the resources that are referenced in it and described by it are called a “session” – it may contain just one video or audio or text file, but also possibly dozens of closely related files, and, for technical reasons, different versions / encodings etc. of the ’same’ file.

The IMDI metadata schema contains several dedicated data fields for describing speakers and communicative events. This is the major point in which IMDI and, say, OLAC metadata diverge. The IMDI metadata schema has specializations for general speech corpora as CGN and other TLA corpora such as DBD. A virtual hierarchy or grouping of sessions in a tree-like structure is achieved by a second type of IMDI metadata files, each representing a node in the tree and pointing to other corpus node and / or session IMDI files. In this way, the same set of sessions can be organized by different criteria in parallel.

The advantage of such a system is that all resources, including metadata, are stored as separate files in the file system, without being stored inside some database or other encapsulated file. For quick access and administration a database is used at TLA, too, but this
database can be reconstructed at any time by crawling the metadata tree. The IMDI metadata tree can be accessed by a local standalone viewer and by an online tool, the IMDI browser. Additional online tools allow to integrate new sessions and to manage the data in the online archive (LAMUS, AMS, Broedel et al. 2006).

In the last years, due to and based on TLA’s experience in organizing the Archive at the MPI-PL, the technical group and now TLA is prominently involved in European infrastructure projects, in particular in CLARIN, with links of cooperation to DARIAH. These infrastructures have a much wider range than TLA’s focus on speech corpora. TLA is currently implementing a transfer to CMDI, a metadata schema based on a component structure, in order to integrate its resources into the wider CLARIN context and to cope with the appropriate description of a growing amount of experimental and other data, such as eye-tracking or even brain images and in the near future genetic data. The ARBIL tool is being developed for creating and editing CMDI metadata, and is evolving into the basis for a general virtual research environment for data management in the context of CLARIN and beyond.

5. Data Preservation and Dissemination and Legal and Ethical Issues

Integrating different data centres has as one aspect that data can be replicated from one centre to the other, improving the safety of the data. For DOBES data, currently six copies are created automatically at three locations. Also, selected data collections are being returned to the regions where they were recorded. The Max-Planck-Gesellschaft gave a guarantee for preserving the bit-stream for 50 years. The goal of TLA, however, is not just “archiving” in a traditional sense where the ideal is to preserve the archived material faithfully but to touch it as rarely as possible. In the case of digital archives, or rather data centres, the opposite is the case: the more often the material is accessed and used, the better. That implies that providing not just reliable but also easy and useful access is an important goal of any data centre. Making research data interoperable and integrating it in networks that allow cross-corpora searches and complex analysis is only one aspect of it, which can be done by the data centres. Applying standards and making the data more appealing and useful, for instance by providing complete metadata, in turn, can only be done by the researchers. In fact, most aspects of enhancing resources and data centres can only be done in close cooperation between both partners. An important aspect of a fruitful relation between researcher and data centre is trust. The centres, and this holds for TLA, must not have their own agenda in the ‘tree’, free access can be granted to all audio, but not to the video material, or access to annotation can be limited to a certain user group while primary data are freely accessible. The four levels are:

- Level 1: Material under this level is directly accessible via the internet;
- Level 2: Material at this level requires that users register and accept the Code of Conduct;
- Level 3: At this level, access is only granted to users who apply to the responsible researcher (or persons specified by them) and who make their usage intentions explicit;
- Level 4: Material at this level will be completely closed, except for the researcher and (some or all) members of the speech communities.

Access level specifications for archived resources may change over time for various reasons, e.g. resources could be opened up a certain number of years after a speaker has passed away, or access restrictions might be loosened after a PhD candidate in a documentation project has language acquisition data of the CHILDES system. For others, also at TLA, the situation is much less clear and access can only be permitted on an individual basis. Generally, in the case of linguistic observational data the privacy of the human subjects who are recorded needs to be taken into account. The corpora from fieldwork gain even more intricate legal and ethical dimensions due to the extreme inequality in access to resources and information between the researchers and the speakers, the impossibility of anonymizing the speakers which often live in very small communities, and the international setting of the projects. Simple answers cannot be given, but attempts at creating clear and fair conditions of use, and hence, ultimately trust between the different stakeholders, can be made. In the DOBES program a code of conduct was created (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 2005). It excludes commercial use and other uses that are disrespectful to the culture of the respective speech communities.

Handling legal and ethical issues at a responsible level is a serious challenge. For instance, for culture-specific or other reasons, members of the speech communities may withdraw access permissions to certain material even though it was granted at a previous time. On the other hand, after years, necessary restrictions can be withdrawn by the depositor or by representatives of the speaker community. Opening the data as far as legally and ethically possible is generally a requirement, especially when the research was financed with public money. However, scientists and funding agencies or different community members may have different positions. To cope with all kinds of unexpected events a Linguistic Advisory Board consisting of highly respected field researchers was established that can be called upon by the archive to help solve potential difficult questions. Over the years, four levels of access privileges were agreed upon. These can be set with the AMS tool, using the standard hierarchical organization of the sessions – for instance, below a certain node in the ‘tree’, free access can be granted to all audio, but not to the video material, or access to annotation can be limited to a certain user group while primary data are freely accessible. The four levels are:

- Level 1: Material under this level is directly accessible via the internet;
- Level 2: Material at this level requires that users register and accept the Code of Conduct;
- Level 3: At this level, access is only granted to users who apply to the responsible researcher (or persons specified by them) and who make their usage intentions explicit;
- Level 4: Material at this level will be completely closed, except for the researcher and (some or all) members of the speech communities.

Access level specifications for archived resources may change over time for various reasons, e.g. resources could be opened up a certain number of years after a speaker has passed away, or access restrictions might be loosened after a PhD candidate in a documentation project has
finished their thesis. The number of external people who requested access to ‘level 3’ resources over recent years was not that high. We need to see in the future whether the regulations that are currently in place can and should be maintained as explained. Access regulations remain a highly sensitive area, where the technical possibilities opened up by using web-based technologies need to be carefully balanced against the ethical and legal responsibilities which archivists and depositors have towards the speech communities. Despite almost 10 years of on-going discussions and debate, no simple solution to this problem has yet been found.

6. Conclusion
Speech corpora involve many intricate questions on various levels, from corpus design via annotation, metadata and organization, to data preservation and dissemination, and include legal and ethical issues. This paper addressed some of them from the technical point of view of an archive and software development team also engaged in building a federated infrastructure for language resources.
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